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SCARLET WOMAN QUESTION IcAUGHT BEFORE
CAUSES INDIGNATION MEETING MONEY GOT COLD
CITIZENS OF FIRST AND SECOND WARDS GATHERED LAST
NIGHT AT CONTRACTOR eHRIS MILLER'S ESTABLISH-
MENT ON SIXTH AND TRIMBLE, AND FORMED A 'ON-
TIER COMMITTEE" WHICH WILL BITTERLY OPPOSE
THE WOMEN MOVING DOWN THAT WAY, AND IF THE RE-
MOVAL IS MADE, THE RESPECTABLE PEOPLE WILL
PROSECUTE A VIGOROUS WARFARE TO RID THE COM-
MUNITY OF THEIR OBJECTIONABLE PRESENCE.
SOME VERY STRONG RESOLUTIONS WERE ADOPTED
The resideuts of the First and Sec-
and wards of this city are up in arms
against the possible movement down
in that vicinity of the woman from
the "red light" district on Kentucky
'venue between Ninth and Eleventh
streets. The people of those wards
have got "Mood in their eyes.' as
evidenced by the big indignation
meeting held last evening at the estab-
lishneent of Contractor Chris Miller,
the roof and sheet iron worker of
Sixth and Trimble streets. Residents
from every portion of that vicinity
were in attendance, and it could
laasialy be seen that they meant busi-
11111eS, as their denunciation and pro-
tests were loud, long and earnest
daring the discussions that followed
pertaining to the soiled doves. mov-
ing into that part of town.
The meeting was presided over as
chairman by Contractor Wm. Karnes,
the house builder and school trustee.
Messrs Turner and Scott acted as
the secretaries After she gathering
was called to order, the object of
the meeting was thoroughly stated
•nd nothing additional was needed to
arouse the ire of the repreeentative
:Wrens in attendance Many speeches
Refs made. all expressing the det
erm-
ination to do everything possible in
!heir !sower to prevent the lewd wor
n-
On from flocking down that way. 
and
K the soiled doves come anyhow, 
the
citizens will spend their spare rim
-
ments•in having the places raided and
fealty broken tm to the extent 
that
they will quickly vacate that 
portion
of the city The expressions of 
all
were that /each present would 
form
himself into a committee of one 
to
make reports on the houses so a
 bit-
ter warfare can be waged in 
case the
women brave the anger of the 
re-
spectable people of those sections 
and
move there. The gathering wa
s in
session for about two hours and 
the
serious situation thoroughly covere
d
in strong and vigorous talks that 
were
to the point. The crowd 
formed
themselves into what they will call
the "Frontier Committee" and 
after
r
edging themselves to work together
orprotection of their property and
homes from invasion by the 
lewd
women, the following resolutions
were adopted and signed.
1. Whereas. It is apparent that 
cer-
tain residents of West Kent
ucky
avenue are going to settle in the 
First
and Second wards of the city;
 and
2. Whereas, their eettlement in said
words would he objectionable to its
citizens and detrimental to 
their
moral and financial welfare: and
3. Whereat the alleged p
lace of
their settlement in these wards 
would
necessitate our wives and 
children
p:ssing their place, of abode to 
and
from work. school and the r
est of. the
'city; and
4 Whereas. The loungers 
attracted
by these residents would he 
a perma--
sent menace t 
safetythe lives and 
ef the reputable citizens 
of said
wards, therefore, we, the 
citizens of
fthe First and Second wain!, 
resolve.
t. That we protest most 
vigorous-
40'
..ly against them locating in 
any part
of said wards;
2. That we notify the keepe
rs of
-such houses of disrepute 
that their
settlement in said wards will not 
be
countenanced;
3 'That attorneys be 
employed.
should their services becom
e neces-
sary, to aid the citizens of sai
d wards
in their opposition to the 
location of
-such characters in said 
wards;
4 That we pledge 
ourselves to
prosecute unceasingly the 
violation of
law enenly practised by 
those per-
sons;
5. That the attention 
of property
owners be- called to the 
existence of
the law prescribing a 
fine of Etoo a
day for renting a hous
e to pe eine
ageg in the immoral 
practiee
papers with request that they be pub-
lished.
(Signed-)
M. B. ROBERTSON,
C. C. DUVALLE,
-C. J. MILLER,
AL HYMARSH,
ALBERT DUPERRIL',
W. M. KARNESj
W. R. HOLLAND,
SAM GROVES,
THOS. H. TURNER,
S. L DAVIS,
E W. ROBINSON.
MAT LYNCH,
BOAZ DUPE RR IEV,
J. J. HOWELL,
GEORGE HANNIN,
W. H. POORE, '-
5. M. DURRETT,
A. E. STEGER,
WILLIAM F. McKAY,
THOMAS A. CLARK.
J. W. BARKLEY,
G. F. COX,
W. M. KARNES. JR ,
W. BRENT,
J. F WALKER.
F. M. GRIMMER. r
LUTHER THOMAS.
G. F. LOANEY.
GEO. JACKSON.
G. W, FORREST.
J. F WILLIAMSON.
J. E WILLIAhLSON, JR..
JAS T EVETTS.
The removal of the women from
West Kentucky avenue is a burning
issue now, an the probabilities are
that if the soiled doves talk of mov-
ing to any other portion outside the
First and Second wards, indignation
meetings will also be held by the re-
spectable people residinscwithin what-
ever territory is mentioned as a prob-
able "stamping ground" for the scarlet
Women.
At the September term of crim-
inal court Judge Reed had indictments
returned against all the women run-
ning houses now :n the scarlet district
on West Court. charging them with
maintaining a nuisance. The judge
then passed the charges over, inform-
ing the women he would not fine
them if they vacated the tenderloin
section of the avenne by the first of
INV December. He at that time an-
nounced to them that if they &d not
vacate that section by next month
that he would continue piling up fines
asainst them until they were cdm-
tiled le move, or serve sentences in
Jail.. Now the first of the month is
close at hand, and the soiled doves
are looking for new locations. It is
understood that some have leased
houses on Campbell street, others on
North Eighth, some' emi North
Tenth below Trimble, and still others
at different -points. The good peo-
le of those seefions do not intend to
stand for the invasion, as seen by the
indignation gathering Ivo night, and
if the women move down anyhow.
thert it no doulfi but what there will
be a "hot time in the old town many
nights."
One of those at the gathering last
night said the women had been in
their present location on Court street
ever since the war and there was no
occasion of moving them out into the
respectable resident portions of the
city. He took the position that every-
body buying property around the
present tefld'erloin did so knowing the
scarlet women were there, therefore
no attempt should be made to dump
the lewd characters over into re-
spectable sections where the working
people have their all invested in little
homes, and where also ladies and
small children would have to pass in
going hack and forth.
JOHN ISBELL CHARGED WITH
SELLING STOLEN OUTFIT
TO 177.FTCH TERRELL.
PREPARIN6 TO JOURNEY
SOUTH WHEN CAUGHT
HARRY PIKE ARRESTED YES-
TERDAY ON OLD WAR-
RANT.
Van Bankhead, Colored. Doing All
Right in County Jail With Bullet
In His Head.
BODY OF MAJOR
MOSS ARRIVED
TYPEWRITER
DISPOSED OF
•
TRAFFIC HURT
BY HUGE RAINS
FUNERAL SERVICES WILL BE DEPUTY SHERIFF OGII VIE SPAN OF N. C. & ST. L. BRIDGE
HELD THIS AFTERNOON SOLD IT UNDER COURT WASHED AWAY AT
• T 2 3,, O'CLOCK. - - -
BODY CAME FR 811 IS-
LANDS IN SEALED CASKET
JEWELL THOMPSON SUCCUMB-
ED TO INJURIES INFLICT-
ED BY WAGON.
The Infant Boy of Dr. Edward Adams
Died in the Florence Sta-
tion Sectien Yesterday.
Yesterday morning et 3:40 o'clock
there arrived here from Newport
News, Vi , the remains of the late
Maj. Thomas E. Moss, which were
met at the Union depot by the delega-
tion from James T. Walbert unip
of Confs ''rate Veterans. This dele-
gation consisted of Messrs. Joseph
E. Potter, James Koger, W. H. Pat-
terson. Richard J. Barber, Joseph Li-
man and H. P. Hawkins, Sr., and the
body as taken to the Elks' Honioe
cr. North Fifth street, where this af-
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock the funeral
services will be conducted by Rev
Calvin M. Thompson of the First Bain
tist church. The actere pallbearersNovember lath a man giving the name
of John Isbell hired a horse and run- are Wallace Wed, Rodney Da
vis
about from Campbell and McGown William Bradshaw. Jr.. Wheeler
and drove it away, never returning. Campbell. Richard Clements and Tom
remembering the case, espied Isbell 
Patrolman Singery read the card and Harrison The James T Walbert
camp meets at the city hall at 2
o'clock this afternoon, in order tø
form and attend the ceremonies in a
body. the obsequies being under their
Bringing his man on fis the hall. Offi- supervision interment occurs at Oak
cerr Singery started out to look for Grove cemetery, and probabilities are
Isbell, and found him standing right a very large crowd will be present
at the City Hall corner, Fourth and !if the weather is favorable.
Kentucky avenue, waiting for a ' The casket was opened yssteeday
street car to go to the depot The :afternoon and the remains found to
patrolman quickly nabbed him and be be in a fine 'tate of preservation. sou-
as taken to headquarters where it s;eleripg that Mr. Mose dien over oneI
was learned he had just sold the horse year igjo7and tit- iimains ;12''' tray-
and runabout to Mr. Terrell for $45. eled thousands of nines through many
which sum of money was found in lel,mates. The only change is noticed
Isbell's pocket The accused was lie the face which ii naturally sallow
locked up and Mr. Terrell then notifi- an pale. This morning at 9 o'clock
ref to hold the outfit until the owner, Ithi casket will be opened so the re-
who was notified by wire of Isbell's
arrest, could arrive from Bowling
Green Isbell claimed the outfit be-
longed to him when he negotiated the
sale with Mr. Terrell. Isbell is the
John Isbell, a crippled man 6o years
of age, and well known in police cir-
cles here, was locked up yesterday af-
ternoon by Patrolman Henry Sing-
cry on the charge of steafing a horse
and runabout from Liveryman Camp
hell and nfcGown of Bowling Green.
Ky., and bringing it to this city, where
seiterday Isbell sold it to Fletcher
Terrell, the South Third street stock
dealer, for $45 The money with
which Terrell paid for the outfit was
found in Isbell's pocket.
Several weeks ago the police de-
partment here received a circular pos-
te] card from Chief R. R. Dillard of
the Bowling Green force, stating that
ceming down Third street, but could
ne: then arrest him, as the pohce-
man bad another pr soner in charge.
came clear.
Isbell is also the fellow who hired
a horse and buggy at Hickman and
drove it through to Livingston
county, before he was overtaken and4Tbe body will this afternoon be b
ur-
the nutfit recovered. lied at the New Liberty cemetery
, near
Melher, out in the rural district.
Pike Nabbed At Last. Several days ago 
the lad was rid-
Harry Pike is safe in the hands of ing along the cou
ntry road near Mel-
the police, now, having been arrested
yesterday afternoon at Third and
Tennessee streets by Officer Henry
Singery. Pike is wanted on the
charge of raising a distiltbance some
months ago at a picnic held out just
beyond Littleville, near the Union de-
pot. He is a railroad machinist, and
cne month since gave Officer Lige
Cross a spirited run, outetripping this
patrolman. Mr. Cross espied Pike
coining out of Gott's saloon on North
Fourth, and gave chase. Pike dashed
around to Jefferson, out to Fifth and
then up the latter thoroughfare, with
the patrolman right after him, but
the latter was not fast eneeigh and the
machinist made his escape. Since
thett the department has been on the
lcokout for him.
main, can be viewed from that hour,
until this afternoon when the funeral
s011 be conducted.
It was thought the body would
come by way of Cairo yesterday morn
old Confederate Veteran who some in
months ago claimed three young men 
g at 7:45 o'clocb, but it arrived four
houre earlier by way of Louisville
from Mayfield robbed him at the Un-
ion depot where they were drinking
together. The trio was arrested but Succumbed to 
Injury.
Jewell Thompson died yesterday
morning at 5 &dock at the River-
side hcspital. where he has been con-
fined since the middle of last week
Negro Doing All Night.
Vandlankhead. colored, is doing all
right in his cell at the county jail
%share he has been confined since last
wick His trial comes off in the
police court this morning. He is the
negro who tried to loll Officer Hurley
several nights ago by shooting at the
patrolman at Eleventh and Caldwell
streets while the tioliceman was put-
ting him under arrest. Officer Hurley
shot Bankhead in the beck of the
head, where the bullet now remains.
He has never beer in a serous con-
Investigating Fight
The polite are investigating a big
ell the stomach and on the jury ofic- fight that, occurred Sunday night at
a bawdy home: ;ally receiving this report. it wil re- 'Hickor
y Grove" just outside Me-
running
6. That a copy of 
these
 regnintinn. turn a verdict that death came ,frorn chanicabtug, and in which scrimmage
furnished to each of the daily patnral causes. many,
 participated.
Friday Coroner Prank Eaker will
have called together the coroner's
jury that held the inquest over the re-
mehis of Mrs Bud Elrod. The experts
report no poison or-foreign substance
4
ber in a wagon with father, Me.
Deemer Thompson. when the jolt-
ing of the vehicle threw the lad •-iff
and he landed right in the way of
the front wheel, which passed over
his head before the horses could he
stopped The skull was badly crushed
and it is remarkable that the boy sur-
vived as long as he cid. as his condi-
tion was precarious from the ontseT
The little fellow was the nephew
of Grover Thompson of Broadway
and Fountain avenue, where his grand
mother also resides.
Child Passed Away.
The several-days-old infant boy of
Dr. Edward Nelms died yesterday
id the Florence Station neighborhood
of the county, and was buried yes-
terday afternoon at the nearby cem
etery.
Died of Dropsy.
Mack N. Young, aged so years and
colored, died of dropsy Sunday morn-
ing at the Ilnois Central railroad
hospital on West Broadway. He was
buried yesterday at the county ceme-
tery He was a brakeman emptoyed
by the rood, and had no peoph to
take charge of the remains. He was
confined at the institution for about
two months, being treated by the
surgeons.
Callaghan Funeral,
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the fun-
eral services will be conducted at
St Frances de Sales over the re-
mains of Charles, the little son of
My and Mir. Charles Callaghan. of
street . Interment follows at
ELROD ESTATE MOTION
CONTINUED BY COURT
JUDGE REED WILL RESUME
HIS CIRCUIT COURT BUSI-
NESS THIS MORNING.
Lumber Concern Filed Several Mater-
ial Liens Against Parties In-
debted to Company.
Yesterday Deputy Sheriff Hume
Ogilvie conducted a sale, pursuant to
circuit court orders, in the suit of the
Glebe Book and Trust Company
against Arthur Jones, the commission
and fish dealer. The deputy sheriff
sold a Smith typewriter to Roy K.
McKinney for $5o.5o, and out of this
money jeo goes to the L C. Smith
typewriter company, which had a
mortgage on the machine. The action
under winch the sale was made is thee
n which the bank got judgment
against Jones for several hundred dol-
lars borrowed money in the circuit
court.
Elrod Estate Motion.
Judge Lightfoot was busy yester-
day with other matters and did not
have time to take up the motion of
John Humphrey, in which the latter
asks to be appointed administrator of
the estat5 of his mother, Mrs Mar
beret Humphrey Elrod. The son does
not want his stepfather, Bud Elrod,
laced in control of the estate
Circuit Court Today.
This morning Judge Reed will re-
same his circuit court, which was not
held yesterday on account of the
judge and all the other attorneys be-
ing busily engaged with cases in the
United States court.
Material Liam Mad.
In the county clerk's office yester-
day the Fooke-Aeree Lumber Cont-
;any filed liens against the following
parties for the amounts named, the
money being due for lumber sold the
people. Ernest Wilkins and Reynold
brothers, Vre.3,3; J. L. Golightly, W.-
67; George C. Duigiud, WI 5o
Property Sold.
For $5,000, Mrs. Willie WeaJcs has
sold to R. S. Robertson, property at
Twenty-first and Jefrerson streets.
The deed was lodged for record yes-
terday with the clerk.
The West End treprovement Com-
pany sold to Howard and Reva War-
den, for $5oo property on West Jef-
ferson near Twenty-fifth street.
C L Acree transferred to How-
ard and Reva Vs'arden for $600 prop-
eity on the North side of West Jef-
ferson street.
W. A. _English bought from the
Glenwood Realty Company for $500
property on Twenty-second between
Trimble and Lindsey streets.
Land in the county was bought of
Richard Price by Thomas C. Over-
street for $425-
Power of Attorney.
W. H Wells has conferred power
of attorney on E. W. Whittemore, the
document to that effect being lodged
e oh the county clerk yesterday;
Licensed To Marry&
George Vaughan, aged an and Liz-
zie Floyd, aged 2I, of the county, have
been granted a license by the clerk to
marry.
A colored couple licensed was Otto
Kircaid. aged 21 and Ida Brown, aged
22 of the city.
—The Yawnee Bill cireive closed last
Findlay at Nashville for the season,
therefore cancelling the date to per-
form here next Thursday. Many of
the cowboys were in the city yester-
day ea route to their 'homes West.
—Councilman Franle Meyers has a
new baby boy at his home.
. 
.  •
Mt. Carmel cemetery. The child
died last Saturday at their home on
Ellis street In the North End but the
funeral has been deferred, hoping the
father would arrive from the Ten-
nessee river where he is on his steam-
boat the Clyde, being tseward of
that craft. He cannot reach here until
today and may be in time for the inn-
ers!.
LAST NI6HT'S PASSENGER
HAD TO STOP AT PARIS
NONE OF THE TRAINS ARE
GETTING HERE ON THEIR
SCHEDULE TIME.
Torrents Washed Steamboats and
Barges From Thair Moorings in
The Paducah Harbor.
The railroads out of this city con-
tinue doing business under harrassing
circumstances, but are doing well con-
sidering the unusual torn-up state of
the nicht
The passenger traiC - doe here lait
night at 8:30 o'clock over the N. C.
all it I. lama Alessidia and Made-
line. ran into a washout at Whitlock.
Term., 5a miles below this city, and
had to stop, being unable to proceed
farther The train then backed to
Paris, seven miles down the road, so
the passengers could reach a hotel.
The Whitlock washout was (middy
repaired, but the 8:no o'clock train
was needed to help handle other trains
being detoured
The passenger train going out of
here yesterday morning at 7:45 o'clock
for Memphis over the N. C. and St.
L. glad to stop at Jackson, Tenn., be-
ing unable to go to Memphis on so-
count of many washouts between Jack
son and Mteripbis--not a. wheel I.
being turned. The 2-30 o'clock pas
senger out of here yesterday after-
noon stopped at Jackson, its regniar
te r in usal
Yesterday morning a stretch of
track One half a mile in length washed
away in the Forked Deer river bot-
toms below Jackson, while one span
oi the liatchie river bridge washed
away, sixty miles this side of Mem-
phis. The N. C. and St. I. can run
trains regulacty from here to Jackson.
W, it will take several days before
the trade fixed so they can Go on.
through to Memphis (*he Whitlock
washout of last night was the first
one to delay trait-C tween here and
The
Jackson.i 
linoie Central is suffering the
same inconvenience, the track being
washed away near Frogmore, out from
Jackson, Tenn.. while other West Tent'
ne•see tracks suffered greatly
It developed Sunday that Engineer
C. V Peterson and his fireman, A.
R. Ritchie, were the ones downett
when their engine plunged into Mnno-
conda creek, just outside Memphis,
where the bridge washed away
Conductor Abernathy and Civil En-
gineer Morris are doing nicely at the
railroad hospital here, with their in-
jt:i les received by the rear-end collis-
ion near Ripley. Tenn. Saturday night.
when a light engine crashed into the
caboose of Abernathy's train. Flagman
Will Scott of the local, and pasaengor
Jchn Driimwsright. were the two kill-
ed in the caboose, and then cremated
by the caboose catching fire and be-
ing burned Engineer G. Rawley and
nductor Chas. Huff had charge of,
,the fight engine and ran by their order
lit 3o miles an hour speed. A. F.
Potty, another passenger, of Henning.
Tenn.. had his eye Uncocked out.
Reports from all the South shows
the railorads ready damaged. All Pa-
ducah trains are running off their
schedule time.
Steamers Suffer also.
The surging water, rushing down
the river and carrying along fields of
driftwood is doing some harm to
fl,.ating property. but nothing unusual
ly serious as yet. The towboat Mary
Micheal and Manic Bauer. together
with sonic barges, were torn loose
from their Mechanicsburg moorings
about midnight Sunday and floated
doss n the river for a mile or two,
when they were caught below the in-
cline, Watchman George Eggleston
getting to hank a rope holding the
Latter, while the Joe Fowler overtook
the Mary Micheal and landed her.
Near their moorings the gasoline boat,
Garde M. lay and was caught by the
other boats and barges. The wheel of
the Gertie M. Was badly crushed. She
belongs to Wm. Terry. who with his
wife and daughter are en mote from
Eistersville, W. Va.. to White river,
in Arkansas. They stopped here Sat-
urday en route down. The Monie
Bauer's wheel was broken, but the
Micheal was not hurt The latter be-
ltohngeBsattoterCotont CraacpttoarinWEmd. wie"aototlefrnoiiusINJ
Many Delightful events
Upon Social Calendar
Miss Lyda Wilsoa and Mr. Fred Si sk Married Here and Have Gone to
Houston, Texas, to Reside—Ser ies of Charming Entertainments
Planned in Honor of Mesdames Maurice Nash, Jr., and William
Oregon Bonnie of Louisville—Ch iidren of the City to Be Entertained
Germans to Be Given by The Cotinegie Library—Series of Elaborate
Next Saturday Afternoon at CarIlion Club.
Miss Lyda Wilson ut rent South
Third street and Mr. Fred B. Sisk
married late Saturday afternoon and
have gone to Houston, Texas, to lo-
cate. Rector David Wright of Grace
Episcopal church performed the cere-
mony, that was followed by the im-
mediate departure of the couple for
that Southern city. The bride is the
oldest daughter of Mr. C. H. Wilson,
while the groom has been associated
with his father in the retail grocery
business on South Fifth street. A.
surprise was tendered the friends and
parents as arrangements had been
made for the marriage to occur at
Paris, Tenn., but the happy couple
decided to marry here.
Delphic Club.
The Delphic club meets this morn-
ing at the library building on 'Ninth
.and Broadway.
Reception for Visitors.
Mr. and Mrs David I. VanCulin
South Truth Street will entertain
• this evening from 8 until it o'clock
with a reception, complimentary to
r. and Mrs. Morris Nash, Jr, and
Sera. Wm. Oregon Bonnie of Louis-
yule, Ky., who are visiting in the city.
The Five Hundred Chab.
The Five Hundred club meets to-
morrow afternoon with Mrs. John
W Keller at her home on West
'Broadway.
Visiting Couple Married.
Miss Blanche Martin of Pinkney-
ville. Ky.. and Mr. John W Tweddle
of Tiline. Kys, came here and .were
yesterday morning married at the
New Richmond hotel in presence of
many friends, by Rev. Calvin W.
Thompson of the First Baptist church.
The happy pair left yesterday morn-
ing at 9:30 o'clock for Missouri upon
their bridal tour of several weeks, re-
turning from whist+ they will live 'M
Thee.
—41111
&IAA
to reside on South Thirteenth street.
The groom is a helper in the black-
smithing department at the Illinois
Central railroad, while the bride
formerly resided here, being the
widow of the late Lon Hays, the bar-
ber, who was killed by a bolt of hght-
ning ss hile out fishing several years
ago.
Bans Published.
; Rev. Father Jansen at St. Frances
de Sales Sunday announced the bans
of Miss Annie McLaughlin and Mr.
,John Albert, who will marry some-
time next month.
Cotillion Club.
At the business meeting Sunday of
the Cotillion club, it was decided to
give six germans this winter, one
Thanksgiving Evs. December 26th,
New Year's February lath,
Shrove Tuesday, and Wednesday
night of Easter week The ladies se-
lected to choose the german favors
were Mrs. Victor Voris. chairman;
Mrs. Henry Rudy, and Masses Lithe
Mac Winstead, Ethel Brooks and
Francis Coleman. Hereafter invita-
tions ail' be extended by the club
to parents of club members, and also
the host and hostess of visiting ladies,
Where they are not members of the
club
Bridge Party.
Mrs. Henry. E Thompson of South
Sixth street entertains at bridge to-
norrow afternoon, complimentary to
Mrs Maurice Nash. Jr. and Mrs.
Wm: Ore*on Minnie of Louilcille
who ere guests of Mks. David L.
N'anCulin of South Sixth. Thursday
afternaon Mrs. Samuel H. Winstead
of Seventh and Washington streets.
entertains for the same ladies. while
Friday evening Mr. and Mrs. Frank
M. Fisher of Ninth and Jefferson
:regts. entertain at cards complimen-
:ay to Nfesdeimes Nash and Bonnie.
Maccabee Social.
Thanksgivinz Celebration. The ladies of the Maccabees meee
A "Story Hour" will be conducted this afternoon at 2.30 o'clock at their
!Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock 
'the 
in the 
•hail on North Fourth street. and after
children's room at Carnegie. library., .. business session the entertainment
at which time all children, :6 years committee will entertain the members
of age and under, me invited to he eith a delightful secial.
present. It is a Thanksgiving day
celebration, and during the exercise; The Entre Nous Club.
the assistant librarian.. Miss Aline Mies Marjorie Flagb) of Broadway
Bagby will address the little ones on will entertain the Entre Nous club
"The Children of The Mayflower" and 
-this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
tell of "How they Founded The Na' •
OMMENI
- Tom.
Mrs. Lon Nays and Mr. Edward
'Barrett ail] tiefay be married at the
bride's home near little Cypress.
litareliall county. and them come here
IOWA JUDGE IS AlfrIRESTED
'Freeing of Thieves in His Court Leads
to Investigation and Action.
Dec Moines. 'Iowa. No • i9 —The
arrest el James tRichmond. 'justice of
gthe peace at Bum% Vista, for-robbery,
it is believed has revealed a remark-
„able case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde,
Mr Richmond hag ice years been jus-
tice and though numerous robberies
were committed and numerous clews
run down the cases 'fizzled out in hist
court. Reeently railway cars 'have
'been robbed and it was through the
secret service men of the efilwnoicee
crard that the official was placed•rin-
der arrest. Biecently his brother was
whipper' by a-Zsherman 'The lireeth.er
informed in kichrtuande, court seei
the fisherman !was sent to jail. He
swore vengeance and it 'was Overage
Lis persietent efforts the ecidence
laid heft cc the officials.
GOING TO PLAT
INDOOR BASEBALL
Commercial League Forms With a
Four-Team Circuit.
St. Louis, Nov. to—The Cermmer-
cial Indoor Baseball league was or-
g;:iliz..1 at a meeting held' Friday
night.
The personnel: Servigg-. Vender-
noon & Barney, Sligoe, Colienbian
rt.. C. and Pastime A. C. J. J, Mea-
gher. -,gho served as president of the
Commercial league, which had such
a successful campaign. was elected
chief exe:utive. NI. Heitz was elected
Secretary, and Lemi. Elbert treasurer
A schedule was drawn up and the
teams will meet in a d'citible-header in
Lotfsaiana hall every wednesday even-
ing commencing November 27.
dervoort & Barneys meet the Co-
ln the inaugural the Scruggs. Van-
itimhian .N. C. and the Sligns go to
Ittar with the Pastime A. C.
. In Scotbend there are 169 mount:lies
that have Bert for a first name.
Advertise in the Register and Get
Pagodes.
•
•••=i
I 'tail 'December there has beer%Dance Postponed.
postponed the dance intended for last
evening at the Knights of Pythias hall
by Evergreen circle. Wnodmen of the
World.
i !OIL KING INVADES AFRICA
Riecirefeller and Ryan Said to Be In-
terested in Congo.
Brussels. Nov. 19.—It is rumored
that great strides have been made in
the development of the Congo inde-
pereient state. Concessions have
been granted to three companies,
one gif which is to construct a rail-
roue the second to conduct mining
operations and the third to exploit In-
d:a rebber resources.
One of thc principal promoters of
the milling and India rubber com-
panies is said to be Thomas le Ryan,
i'while the name of John D. Reckefeller
lit mentioned its connection with them.
IThere will be an important
paelienent on the Congo
Israte this sveek.
ITROOPS AWAIT CHURCH FIGHT
France Expects Disorder in Enfeercing
Separation Law.
Park, Nos 59. -There iv consider-
Vale anxiety !over the recommerace-
ment of the taking of churth inven-
tories under the separation law, which
probably will teice place tegmorrow
All !the troops is the department Dt
Nord and the department of Pas de
Csleis and in many districts of Brit-
tany stave Imen in readiness to Assist
the civil atrthorities in the evetit of
the- disturbaoces. It is not believed
inventories tat be• taken withouegdis-
order.
WES'? A MECCA PO llt NIMRODS
Chicago, Nov. .19.—"Henting never
was so good, big. game so plentiful
and the conditions es) generally good
in the far west as at tifis season,"
said Colonel William F. Cody ("Buf-
falo Bill") at the Auditorium Annex
last night.
"I am going east on business", he
said. "and will probably remain there
for some time. I have 'enjoyed a
good Ilene bagged some Nig ones, in-
cluding one of the bears the president
overlooked during his last hunt, and
stored away enough deer tie last for
the *inter. Great sport mit west thie
stason and no mistake."
j•••••
Tii.OUSANI.,:., VISIT BIG WRECK
Start Plan for Monument to Victims
at Woodville.
I.a Porte, Ind., Nov. la—Thousands
of persons visited the scene of the
Woodville wreck today. People frcm
all over the country crowded the
streets of the little village, dug among
the debris for grewsome relics of the
holocaust and not a few were reward-
ea by finding charred bones.
A Movemept will take form this
week to erect a monument near the
spot where the two trains met in col-
lision and where the awful sacrifice
of life took place.
Attorneys and witnesses ate begin-
ning to arrive for the inquest, which
is likely 'to occupy several days.
ATE CROW, SADIMUST
AND RED PEPPER
Republican Who Lost Bet Also Par-
took of Green Persimmons
and Vinegar.
•
New York, Nov. 19.—There was a
supper for twelve guests at Joseph
Coourad's hotel, in Pine Brook, near
Caldwell, N. J.. Saturday night.
Eleven Democrats partook of roe
os stet..., squabs and olives which were
washed down with laber beer.
The twelfth guest. a Republican, ate
raw catfish, baked crow, stuffed
sawdust and cayenne pepper
green persimmons. To help him
gest it better he Was served with a
quart of hops and vinegar.
The supper was the result of an
election bet. John Elmnsdorf is a
dyed-in-the-wool Republican. He be-
ieved that the Republican party-had
such a hold on Essex county that its
grip could not possibly be shaken
Solomon Kent het him a supper for
twelve that the Democrats would car-
ry the county.
It was agreed that the loser weeld
eat crow and other equally unpalat-
able dishes, while the others should
have Jersey squabs.
Each placed etoo in the hands of
Mr. Conrad as a forfeit in case of
'failure to live up to the bargain.
Elmsdorf swallewed his crow with
its saedust and cayenne seasonng
and the other "delicacies” with the
best grace he could muster, amid the
!uproar of laughter with which the
democrats greeted his grimace.
Kent insisted that every bone en
the crow should be picked clean sial
he other viands also eaten before he
would allow Conrail to centre the for-
feit money.
HAPPENINGS IN THE
MINING DISTRICT
A Rich Strike Made by the Red !fill
Mining Company, Critten-
den County.
The Red Hill NI" itog rompai oear
,ola. in Livingston connty. made a
ich strike in shaft No. 1 last week.
says the Crittenden Record. Ngi. r
shaft is an old shaft sunk some niree
ago in what is known a. the
Mann dike, to a depth of 63 feet. rune
ing some carbonate of zinc but not in
paying quantities It' was afterliiiied
until some weeks ago, whea Hot-
-ace Overby. the superintendent. pit Pil-
ed out the water and started lee
ore nertheast at 42 feta, and one
southwest at 37 feet. At .nine feet the
-northeast drift cut a rich vein of zinc
carbonate: width not determined at
present, and it only took Tot.r fet t in
the southwest drift to strati- a fish
vein of calc and tine blend leek"
three anti one-half feet wide assayine
37 per cent zinc.. 'Mr. Overby de-
serves great praise for his good judg-
ment. He informs es he will at once
begin mining and shipping the sar-
hcmate and will start another levet
at sixty feet to tee the "jack" yen
itt !ghat d'opth. Besides the shaft
wore( Mr. -Overby has something recr
200 feet of tunnel work completed and
'has on the dump over 250 tons of rich
zinc dirt etel has .inst_rnmpleted a s.o
of these log washers with about tees
feet of sluice boxes and six settling
tanks, in which he ail] save the vere
Finest slimes. The Red 'Min afiehig
company should take off their hats to
Mr. Overby, and public, to this com-
pany.
GIRL MADE CIT YENGINEER
IM•1111.11••••
Appointed on eloard which Controls
St6t,000.000 Water System,
New Vol*, Nov. to.—Realizing ,in
her own career the ideals so long ad-
reocated by her famous grandmothers
Miss Nora Stanton Blatch, grand-
aughter of Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
bee been appointed a member of the
city's staff of ceid engineers in eharge
of elle $i61,00te,00o Catskill water sys-
tem And she has piereged inte the
work determined to take a mates part
in the big undertaking.
T,lie young woman is a daughter of
3irs. Harriet Stanton ,Blatch, a New
York eh& woman and lecturer, who
is a daughter of Elizabeth Cody Stan-
ton. Mrs. Blatch lived in England for
ft:eaten years, where 5 he won dis-
tinction ae a lecturer. From her
raither- she received training in keep-
ing with the ideals advocated by Mrs
Stanton and she- believes that woman
was ltended to laby a more import-
ant attd useful par in the scheme of
vEscint eqt .101 .aqlsosons
MURAL REFORM START WORK
ENACTMENTS ON FACTORY
WAITING ON
PLASTERERS
THIS ENGAGED THE ATTEN- CONTRACTOR WEIKEL GOES THIS wpRK IS bNLY THING
TION OF W. C. T. U. LADIES TO CLARKSVILLE, TENN., PREVENTINO NEW ROOM
LAST THURSDAY. TOMORROW TO BEGIN. BEI' s'eENED. •
"Department of Flower Missions" Mr. 011ie P. Leigh Purchases the
Will Engage Attention of the Willie Minnich Brokerage Busi-
V.'ornen This Week. neas—Col. Rhodes Back.
(Communicated.)
The meeting of the W. C. T. U.
last Thursday afternoon was assigned
to the department of legislation. The
object of this department as announc-
ed by the national superintendent is,
"To encourage the werk for the en-
actment of good laws, especially for
moral reforms; to defeat bad legisla-
tion as far as can be done consistent-
ly, and to note violations of laws and
urge their enforcement."
Reasons why women should vote
in legislative proceedings are given:
"Women should know the laws to
which they arc amenable; the non-
enforcement of lass affects the home;
that they may give their influence for
the right; and show their knowledge
of and interest in the making of laws
which will eventually educate those
holding the franchise, and those de-
prived of it. to the necessity and jus-
tice of the franchise for women."
The necessary steps to pursue in
malchsg an application for a saloon
license and how fo prevent the same
from bring granted, were reviewed
by the union
Other points from the "Catechism
on the Department of Legislation" nr
'Course ef Study:* isaueil by the na-
ional superintendent.
d.
Miss Christine Mayers read an ar-
icle showing the remarkah' growth
of the prohibition movemeto in Ken- CAFE
tucky in the last ten years
Mrs. Jettic st. Ellintt foil, wed with
an aceeteo of the growth ,,r peoMartin Offers Bankrupt Count
eon as shown by the recec• election 000 a Year as Major-Domo
Contractor George Weikel leaves
tomorrow for Clarksville. Tenn., to
start off the work of laying brick 'for
the big factory to be constructed
there by the Paducah contractor for
the American Snuft company. Mr.
Weikel stays there only a few days,
when Le returns here to look after
his other contracts. He leaves his
foreman, Joseph Mullens, at Clark'•
vine to supervise the work on the
factory, which will cost in the negh-
borhoed of $75,000. The material for
the structure is now being forwarded
there.
Bought The Business.
Mr. ()lee Leigh. the commis-ion
merchant of North Second street. has
purchased the brokerage business of
Mr. William Minnich of North First
street. The latter disposed of his in-
terests in order to go to Oklahoma
City. Oklahoma, this week to locate
ammiall■•••
Bought Resefly.
Colonel Harry C Rhodes. of the
mammoth Rhodes-Burford establish-
ment of North Fourth street, returned
Sunday from New York and the other
Eastern markets where he %ought
large stocks of goods for ht. store
and the other branches over the coun-
try. He tines most of the buying for
the chain of fifty-six stores his coin-
$any maintains' over the errantry
PROPRIETOR
OFFERS BON! JOB
were present-
in the country at 1.1rge and the total
vote of the party in the diff -ent state; New York. Nov 19—Count Boni de
being over 425.000. whit( the total Castellane has only to say the word
2,57.4to 
-en . s o
mesa was only
and it will he in his power to regard.
rate for Swallow for p- • id t 
with lofty }taint lir, the fatality:table f
In New Yeric Prance. Gates.1N.. ma .ew 1oi itipenionrkwh!.le t.h e ey din 
under-his
Prohibition and hider:seree:at candi. i1,r- 
in a Broadway
eau.. y as elected state •nntor. and 
ti staurant Authority as atogilute as
tl.a, which in anfidivorce days lie ex-
n the state of Washington George T 'erei,ee in pee, eel he pe, if th. deco
Cotterell, national grand ehief Tern- I It all les with his decision on an
plar. was elected ssnator a fusion offer cabled to him .todey by J. A.
ecket of nemocrats. Ti •pentlents Martin. proprteoq Ili tic Cai. Mr
:eel Prohibitionists, in a gestrict that I iat liroadisay and Twenty•sesth
gave lerasevelt a majnrit of taco in street. The cable was worded sub
1004 
-
stantially as fgelow.:
In Illinois the Prohibitig lists broke i -Conte Boni de Case-Ilene,
reeerds., carrying. os r a dozen
egaintiee. while Mee *See...candidate
foresstste tren•esre. r !-(vnt 145.0001
•
in Me•sachnseos. Mooran, the Pro-
hibition candidate cgs- goeemor. ear-
risd 28 cities anti credited with at
least 3000n votes.
The party 15.041 the balance nf
power ei not less than seven states
Mince- Iowa. Kaipgas. New Ramp-
Air. Penneyleania, 'Rhode Island and
1. while ili, dispatch" from Ok-
Uo.oma go I.. show that 3 large ma-
"snit/ of the delegates elected to the
eenatitutineal convention are expect
ed to favor a prohibition clattee in
the orrarie la-es-
 of the state
Mrs. Fleet 11:0 re3i. an article
on!"Denatured Alcohol," shuwing that
i• imams a tuarhet for tit, farmer for
what 1.1 been regarded waste pro-
ducts, a* potatones ton sr-;11 for mar-
ket, and sugar beet wast;•. as well a•
other materials not hitherto consid-
ered marketable. 
_
Tt is certainly a matter to he deep-
ly regretted that more Christianlavo
men do tint comprehend die impors
tine- of the wort of the Women's
Christian Temperance union. The
church no stronger ally. The
very fact of it name establishes its
peteition in this respect.
Aside from its name, the W. C. T.
U. is direetly interested in the home
life ael everything that tend' to low•
r the standard of the home or that
effects the happiness or the character
of its inmates, comes under one of the
departments of the union. It is- no
secret that some of the most radical
reforms effected ir Paducah during
the past few months owe their origin
to the efforts of the women wearing
the white ribbon. If only the great
body of the Christian women of this
city could be led to have as great
en interest in the children of Padu-
cah as they have in the children of
India; or of the South Sea islands.
**at a different Paducah this would
soon become!
W; C. T. If. is not new and
never, ho; been opposed to foreign
missions. On the contrary, the most
active workers are often. thti
active mierionary workers as
but a cardinal principle of the
oithwn eintintIt'rayt• penCese.nte"a:sn stborpnige,claims
ten one's time and consideration as
thrift of fereiway lands, and that the
irtcrests of lee one slittuld not ea
eriticed to of the other
The meeting of the union next
Thursday afternone will he tinder the
department .of Firmer Miettionts with
Mrs. Fannie Dunn as stmerintendent.
Sloe
•
esSe „
most
imien
one'
Will contract to engage sou as mange:-
clime at salary of esonoo francs, a
year to take entire •chrsege ef waiters
and manesje, restaurant privileges of
Cafe Martin. Oblige eith immediate
answer
(Signed) ' 1. K. MARTIN
"Count Boni is just the. man I'm
looking for," ,Mr. Martin said to a re-
porter tonight. "My patrons will be in-
terested in a head waiter with such an
interesting career as that revealed in
Mme. Gould's divorce. Count floni is
graceful, fascinatieg and nndeubted-
ly knows good food and how to serve,
made the offer a handsome one, of
er0000 a year in ca.e Count Rom has
flu gr-iiriln, about gotritz to viaarie-
WOMAN TO SEEK NORTH POLE
Alaskan Explorer to Be Accompanied
on Trip Only by Eskimos.
--e-
New Yprk. Nov. r9.--"Somebody
fag got te .find the north pok The
then who have gone searching for it
have failed. I'm going to try and 1,
think I shall succeed."
Th'is is the confident assertion of
Mrs. Ella .Ougman. explorer and an-
thropologigt, who is making ready at
Nome, Alaska, fur an expedition to
the farthest north."
Mrs. Ougman is well known at the
Smithsonian inetittitiiin for her de-
termined exploits in Alaska and oth-
er parts of the northwest where for
several years she has been studying
the habits of the Eskimos.
.Mrs. Outman expects to start with-
in n month. She will have Eskimo* as
her only companions.
A needle in its making passes
lirongh eighty distiAct operations.
One Week From Next Thursday the
School Children Have a Holiday
—No Game af Football. 
$
Superintendent leek :lad the sc0001
I rustees continue patiently waiting
upon Contractor Miler Cunningham
to plaster the ceiling and walls of the
new rogue bring .1 ranged on second
floor of the McKuiley building in Me-
chanicsburg r. Cur ningham has
the contract to do this work, but con-
rot possibly perform it right now,
because he has other contracts taken
prior to this iine, and the others have
to be Finished before the McKinley
building is reached. All the wood-
work is done and everything ready
for the plastering which will he got-
tin at as quickly as Mr. Cunningham
can possibly do an
Thanksgiving Holiday.
The 1tihli chools re:eive a holi-
day the 29th instent. Thanksgiving
day %1 hi-ti the scholars are dismissed
Wednesday afternoon they do not re-
turn again until the ,oh, which is
Friths and the last day of the
Rain Prevented Game.
Sunday morning at 5 o'clock the
Paducah high school fnothall team re-
turned from llopkinsville where they
went to play a game Saturday with
the school club of that city. hut were
eevented by the incessant downpour
rit rain %filch fell in that section with
a• much. vigor Tt ;lid around
Pidneah
BEG PEOPLE TO RIDE FREE
River Companies Charge No Fare and
Still Make Money.
•
Wheeling. W Va , Nov 19 -Pas-
sengers are being carried free of fare
n river packets between this city
and Parkersburg ai a result of com-
petition between rival lines When
Captain Mack Gamble announcgd that'
he would put a boat on h. tween these
points the company heretofore con-
trolling the line then running threat-
sued to carry passengers free.
This was met by Captain flambe
Punners are employed at the local
wear{ 1,, solicit passenger trade un-
der the unusual conditions. It is said
that the charge. for staterooms and
total' by reason of the increa•e in
traffic yield both boat owners a great-
er resentie than heretofore.
MARRIAGE ON
TRIAL URGED
Could Then Be Breken I Unsuccese-
ful—Views of Congo ismen's
Wife.
New York. Noy to—A book con-
taiieng many oriiinai ideas concern-
ing flintily relations was published
yesterday. Its anther is Mrs. Elsie
Clews naretine. denehter of Henry
Clews and wife ge Congressman Her-
bert Parsons. Mrs. Parsons is a doc-
tor of philosnphy, end was a lecturer
at Barnard college on socialistic sub-
jects for six. years. Among other
things. Mrs. Parsons says:
"It it (mid therefore seem well from
this point of view, to encourage early
trial marriage, the relation to be en-
tered into with a view to permanency,
but a ith the privilege of breaking it
if it pros ed ttnsucceeeful. and in the
absence of offspring, without suffering
*any degree nf public condemnation.
1 Mrs , Parsons' hook. entitled -TheFamily," is intended for use ae a col-lege text b000k for sociological stu-
dents aim are especially interested in
the subject of marriage. tlw family and
parenthood
Alleged Absconder Caught.
Vincennes.. Ind Nov. r9.—C. C.
Johnson, alleged absconding town col-
lector of Ynrk. Ill., was arrested on
Wabash river near Russellville while
attempting to ha'' there iii a row-
boat.
It is said that Ron out of t.orxi Am-
ericans drink entirely too much cof-
f-e.
•
specIAL
TI* :"*Z4/111111
WILL ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY SELL A $5.00 HAT FOR
S3.50. e3ea0 HAT FOR $1.5o. WE A RE SHOWING A LINE OF EV-
ENING HATS, DESIGNS THAT ARE UP TO DATE AND COM-
PLETE.
•
re. D. 3. arenz
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UNTY SUNDAY SCHOOL CON-
VENTION BEGINS HERE TODAY
RE GATHERING CONVENES THIS MORNING AT 9:30 O'CLOCK
AT THE BROADWAY METHODIST CHURCH AND DOES NOT
CLOSE UNTIL TOMORROW EVENING. DURING WHICH
TIME TALKS OF GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK WILL
BE INDULGED IN—SEVERAL STATE WORKERS OF NOTE
WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE LARGE SESSION.
1:ev Wm. Bourquin, president of
e McCracken County Sunday School
Associatiou, returned yesterday from
ound Knob, Ill., where he spent
unday participating in the large mis.
Non festival conducted thsve with an
usual degree of success, hundreds
;ng present and much good accom-
is lied. and work outlined.
Dr. liourquin ha, everything arrang-
ed for the County Sunday School
Convention, which opens this morning
at 4.3o o'clock in the Broadway Meth
°dist church and continues until to-
morrow evening The prospects are
for a very successful and benefitial
gathering, as delegations will partici-
pate from every congregation and
Sunday School in this city and coun-
ty. Rev. T .C. pet)* ge r, Rev. Wm.
Megginson and Other state workers,
arrived last evening, while the others
conic today. The city Sunday Schools
siskcted six delegates each, and those
of the county, two delegates each, to
attend the gathering, while others will
be there
.The program for the two days is as
follows
First Day.
peren.wei Session.
9 Jo—Devotional -Rev J B Perry.
man.
to:on—The Elementary Grades—
Rev. T. C. Gebeuer.
to%so—The Home Department arid
the Credit. Roll—Rev. Wm Regain-
Ion
trao—Conference; House to House
Witation—Rev. T. C. Gebauer
iz on--Noon Intermission
oon Session.
2:13—S4'ng and 'Prayer Service—
Rev W E. Cave
210—The Teachers' Meeting—Re.
Wni Megginson.
I.
NEWS
Calf U, 016, rising.
Chattanooga, 8 2, rising
Cincinnati, 8.9, rising
Evansville, 9.7, rising.
florence, 4.5, rong
Johnsonville. theess.
I.ouisville, 4.1, rising.
Mt. Carrot!, 1..4, rising.
Nashville. 16.3, rising.
.Pittsburg, 6.4. rishig.
Davis Island Dam—Missing.
St Louis. 84, falling
Mt Vernon, 53, fiiiing
Paducah. t6.2. rising
lhe towboat Jim Duffy Arrived
from St. LOWs and goes to Cairo
today.
The Gate City has returned from
the Cumberland river.
The U. S. steamer Golden Rod
came here Sunday from the Ten-
acme e , and left yesterday for the
Ohio river.
The Bottorff yesterday came from
Nashville to be repaired on the dry
dock,
The towboat Fulton yesterday left
for Cairo towing the Fred Hartweg,
which has been undergoing repairs
bare.
"The gasoline Lent Dewey was
swamped yesterday by the waves in
the Tennessee river at foot of Hus-
bands street where she was moored
by the Lack Singtetree company,
which owns her.
The -reamer J. 11 Richardson to-
morrow resumes her business in the
trade between Evansville and Nash-
ville Captain Rod Crider commands
her. with Henry Ledbetter as chief
•clerk.
The steamer Dick Fowler leaves for
'Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight about 9 o'clock.
The Dudley went to Clarksville yes-
terday. comes back tomorrow and
leaves immediately for Naehville.
The Joe Fowler yesterday went to
Evansville and comes hack tornor-
low.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and depart. 
im-
mediately on her return to that city.
The steamer Clyde came out of the
'Tennessee river this morning and lies
'untilS o'clock. tomorrow afternoon
before departing on her return that
way.
The Georgia Lee will leave Mem-
phis today and get here about Thurs-
day, bound up for Cincinnati.
The City of Saltillo passed up yes-
terday morning en route to the Ten-
nessee river from St. Louis.
A pinch of arsenic is occasionally
sprinkled over horses' oats or a piece
the size of, a .pea is fastened to their
bits. The stuff puts fire and go into
The animals. It rounds tlitehi out. It
makes' their coat.; glossy. No one
should take to any stimulant We are
better off without such things.
3:10--Teacher Training—Rev. T. C.
Gebauer.
3:40—Round Table: Sunday School
Supervision—Rev. Wm. Megginson.
4:30—Adjournment.
Evening Session.
7 so- Devotional Service—Rev, C.
Thompson.
doo—Preparing the Lesson—Rev.
T. C. Gebauer.
8:30.—Jesus the Great teacher—Rev
Wm. Megginson.
 
mow - fr
PRETTY CRUCIFIED LIKE AN ANIMAL
Pittsburg, Pa. Nov. tei.--Mrs. Jean INHUMAN PARENTS KEEP
BABY LN CAGE FOR THREE
YEARS
--BARKED LIKE
A DOG WHEN
RESCUED.
GIRL MAY DIEs IN A CAGE.
hair, he dragged her screaming to the
Eitchea.
"Damn you, you will gad! I'll make
you stay in the kitchen,-where you be-
long!" he exclayied. He had plan-
ned the traged eeliberately, for he9:15—Announ C einert t S.
9e30—Adjournment.
&world Day.
Foren000 Session.
9:3o--Devotional—Rey. P. W.
Fields.
tuoo--The Adult Department—W.
J. Vaughan.
10:40—Grading the Standalr School—
E. A. Fox.
ti:ao—The Teacher's Preparation—
W. J. Vaughan.
ta:co—Noon Interrnistion.
Afternoon Session
3:i—Song and Prayer /Service—
Rev. W. E.. Hamilton.
2 :30--The Intermediate Grades--
E A. Fox.
3 3o-4Building up a Sunday School
—W. J. Vaukhan.
3:30—Round Table: The Teacher—
E. A. Fox.
4:30—Adjouramcut
Explanation of Exhibits
Evening Session.
7:30—Devot 1o:tat—Rev. D. C.
Wright.
7 .45—The Teacher' Personal
Equipment—F. A. Fox
8:i—The Organized Sand:
School Work—W. J Vaughan.
8:45—Offering.
gsso—Adjournmen.
CALCIUM TO BE TURNED
ON RAILWAY FRANCHISES
Mayor Barth Will Have Investigation
Made Before Sale of Oak
"rest Rights.
Mayor Rarth said to afferald re-
porter yesterday that when the city
sells the Oak street right of way for
traction purposes the franchises held
by the Louisville Railway Company
will be investigated, so that the city
will know just where it stands on this
subject Just now nobody knows how
Ion gthey are to run, what conditions
surround them, or how the rii!way
company got them.
"All that will be taken up at the
proper time," said Mayor Barth when
the subject of the franchise sale was
taken up. "Before we sell the right
of way throngh Oak street we 
shall
have the city attorney find out what
the rights of the railway cofnpany and
the city, respectively are
In regard to the persisten rumors
that have noted in a rather ephemeral
way about the franchise of the com-
pany, to the effect that some of the
m
have expired long ago, Mayor B
arth
raid that he does not believe there i
s
anything in them.. However, he agrees
that it might he well to find out "for
sure "—T.ouisville Herald
FOLLOWED BIBLICAL
INJUNCTION LITERALLY
New York Boy Cut Off His Right
Hand While Under Relig-
ious Excitement,
New York, Nov. tu—While labo
r-
ing under religious excitement, 
San-
ford F,ogleman. 18 years old, cut 
off
his right hand with an ax. and h
e is
now confined to his home in Bry
nne-
ville in a serious condition 
Engle-
man had been. acting strangely
 for
several weeks The keen blade 
of
the ax almost severed the 
member
lasing it hanging by a shred of 
skin
which the boy cut apart with a 
razor,
After throwing the hand away a
nd ap-
plying a rude bandage to stop 
the
flow of blood he went to t
he home
of a neighbor, and when calle
d upon
for an explanation, he re
plied. If
thy right hand offend thee, 
cut it. off
and cast it from thee."
The deed Was csrefully 
planned, as
the boy eoncealed the ax ih 
the woods
distant from home several days 
before
he carried out his purpose.
"Horses and mountaineers." 
said a
chemist. "consume arsenic as a 
col-
lege boy consumes Eg
yptien cigar-
ettes. No particularly evil 
results. so
far as I can make out, 
follow. During
the Alpine season big 
consignments
of arsenic go out tegularly 
to the
Swiss guides.These men claim 
that
a lump of the drug allo
wed to dis-
solve gradually in the month
 helps
one up a stiff grade as a rope
 would
do.
The annual profit of the chicken 
The salary of the arch
ibiehop of
farms of Prance Is $31,5ono,00o. d 
Canterbury Ail $76,000 a rar.
drew th e hammer and nails from his
coat pocket.
The girl read his purpose instinct-
ively and pleaded. But he tore her
sleeve open ,almost ripping her dress
off. Then he forced her right hand
back against the woodwork of the
sink.
"Oh, please don't nail my hand,"
Mrs. Mitchell pleaded. "Don't' Oh
God, help me!"
But the man drove the light wire
nail straight into the palm of her
band, through it into the wood, until
the head was buried in the tender
flesh.
Next he lifted her left hand. It
was easy now, for she was almost un-
conscious with pain, lie adjusted the
nail carefully and drove it home. Then
she fainted.
When she regained consciousness
she was hanging by both hands. With
fiendish cruelty, her husband had
crucified her so that she could neith-
er kneel or stand. The nails were too
high to permit he' to kneel. tso low
to let her rest on her feet She had
to hang from her bleeding hands.
Mrs. Mitchell is a tall, robust, ath-
letic girl, a splendid horsey/omen; just
22 years old. Her agony was incon-
oeivab!e, relieve./ only by fainting
spells. She was found at daylight by
her neighbor., whc were awakened
by her cries The huaband disap-
peared
A Little Girl That Shbrie
"Well, grandma," said A little boy.
rasting his elbow on the old lady's
stuffed chair,arm. 'what nave you
been definst here at the window all day
by yourself"
"All I could." answered dear grand-
ma, cheerily. "I have read a !rule,
laoondked out at the people. There's one
prayed a good deal, and 4hen
little girl, Arthur, that I have learned
to watch for. She has sunny b-own
hair, her brown eyes have the same
sunny look in them, and wonder
every day what makes her look So
bright. Ah! here she comes now."
Arthur took his elboks off the snif-
fed arm and planted them on the win-
dow sill.
"That girl with the brown apron
cn?" be cried. "Why, I know that
girl. That is Susie Moore, and she
has a dreadful hard time, grandma."
"Has she?" said grandma. "Oh, little
boy, wouldn't •you give anything to
know where she gets all that bright-
ness from, then?'
'I'll ask her," said Arthur, prompt-
ly, and to grandma's surprise he 
rais-
ed the window, and called:
"Susia, 0 Susie. come up here 
a
minute; grandma wants to see 
you!'
The brown eyes opened wide 
in silo
prse, but the little maid 
turned gt
once
"Grandma wants to know. 
"what
Moore," explained the bo
y, 
wakes you look so bright 
all the
tinter
"Why. I have to," said Susi
e. "You
see, papa's been ill a long 
whle, and
mamma is tired out with Itursiht,
thc bab's cross with her 
teeth, and if
1 didn't be bright, wh
o would be?"
"Yes, yes, I see," 
said dear old
erandma, putting her arm 
around th4
little streak of 
sunshine. "That's
God's reason for t
hings; they arc, be-
little sun; there 
couldn't cause 
somebody needs them. 
Shine. on,
b a better
tp 
One 01 tiiC
mg to come in 
long sleeves and 
then
appearing in a 
ragged garment
with both sleeves 
split the whole
knish. The na
mes of the exp
elled
1 girls are not given.
Over 2 per cent tit 
the world's lame-
ness is eaid to be 
due to the unsani-
tary modern 
leather shoe. ____:
reason for shin'ing 
than becau
hark at home."
RATHER COOL FORPEEKABOO WAISTS
Frincipal Objects to 
Open Work
Waists and Elbow 
Sleeve:.
Columbus, Ind:, Nov. 
11.—The mer-
ry war between 
she pt:ncipal of 
ths
local High School, 
S2tillti Wertz,
and some of the 
girl puvls over the
wearing of peekabao 
waists and short
sleeves, reaches a 
climax today
when several of 
the girls were ex-
pelled for refusing 
to waer the styl
e
of garments 
prescribed by the fa
culty.
iris retailiated by 
agree-
XL* WI 1,, the pretty young society I
woman whose husband, William1
Mitchell, crucified her "because she
gadded so much," is in a serious con-
dition at the Mercy hospital. The
shock of her awful experience, nailed
for five hours to the kitchen sink, may Tha: ;• healthy, svelloormed child
wreck her mind, if she recovers her can degenerate to the level of a beast
bodily health. under ;nhitnian treatment is proven in
The Mlitchells live in expensive the case of a s-year-old Brooklyn
apartments at 2407 Forves street. boy who was recently rescued by the
Mrs. Mitchell is fond of a good time, police from the hands of parents,
Her elderly husband is not. She was whose savage cruelty is perhaps with-
invited to a theater party one night out a parallel in civilized society, says
recently. When she returned, about a New York special.
midnight, her husband knocked her Physicians declare that the con of
down. Seizing her by her long blond Peter Nelson, now 74 years Old, and
his Poolish wife 40 years old, was
burn ncrinal. For two years this rn:tu
and woman kept their son locked up
like a dog in a corn crib. A bowl of
water was kept in a corner of the
crib and the child drank from this
like an animal. His food was thrown
to him at irregular intervals and he
ate it from a filthy floor.
His clothing consisted of an old
skirt tied about his waist and a rag
he held over his head Ile slept on a
pile of old rags.
For eighteen months this miserable
little human being existed in the dark
crib. He had never learned to walk!
and crawled about on his hands and
knees.
I Nelson is a well-to-do farmer of theFlatbush district in Brooklyn. His!property is worth perhaps $30,00o. He
can read and write English. The Po-
hsh woman is his third wife.
For a long time neghbors heard the
cries of what they thought was a wolf
issuing from the corn crib. Recently
they disk sered that an imbecile child
was kept in a filthy place and the po-
lice were notified.
When the nameless boy was lifted
from his bed of rags he barked like
a dog and scratched at the officers
attempting to get away. His body
was crusted with the accumulation of
filth of two years At a hospital the
child did not respond to flashes of
light, indicating mental blankness. His
head and body are well formed, how-
ever, and hie facial expression does
not indicate imbecility.
That the boy was born healthy of
mind and body but degenerated
through his hideous treatment was in-
dicated by his rapid response to nor-
mal conditions. The twitching of the
body was reduced after the crust of
dirt had been removed in hot water  
and soap suds Tii a few hours the .
nurses taught the child to stand on
his feet instead of crawling on all
fours. He cannot, however, utter a '
word.
Nelson, the father, offered no ex-
cuse for his brutality He and his
wife were arrested.
BAD NEGRO CAUGHT.
One of the Notorious Cots, of Ken-
tucky. Jailed in Indiana.
Glasgow, Ky., Nov. 17.—Sheriff J.
E. Bryant, of Tompkinsville, passed
through here today en route to In-
dianapolis. Ind., where he will take
charge of Cephus Coe, colored, and
bring him to Monroe County to an-
swer an indictment for drawing deadly
weapons upon Hon. Bedford Hill, one
of the loading citizens of that county.
Cephus is one of the notorious Cos
negroes who for the past ten years
have terrorized the inhabitants of
near Pea Ridge. being a brother of
Jesse Coe, who killed Patrolman Rus-
sell. of Indianapolis. These negroes
have been mixed in numerous fights,
killings and other lawless matters, but
with few exceptions have never been
tried for their crimes.
Fall bulbs of all ,kinds Hyacinths,
Tulips. Marcissus, and Crocus at
BRUNSON'S 5a9 Broadway
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
Mexico City, Mex.—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale.
Nov 22 to 28, isicia inclusive; return
limit 60 days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and returning at po:nts
as are authorized on winter tourist
tickets. Round trip rate tp. I
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississip-t
pi congress. Dates of sale, Nov. .78I Old Phone
to 2T, tgo6, inclusive; return F-nit
Nov. 28, rgo6. By depositing ticket
and paying fee of Br an extension may
be had to Dec. tfi, tore. Round trip
rate $14.11o.
DR. CEO, MASGANA
VETERINARY SURGEON AND
DENTIST.
Will trat scintifically with the lat-
est improved intsrurnents and up to
date treatment all diseases of domes-
WIWIKE DIE) YOU 13U t
YOUR  PIANO? 
Baldwilfs
`l
y Make Then
W. T. Miller:
Selected This
-
He and 1/141trotber Rave a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
11E1111•111s,
Handsome Silverware
TO ADORN 'OUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND IMINDON8
M4 SERVIMG SPOONS, FORKS, POONS FISH KNIVES, DEM-
BE ETC.
'
WEDDING GWTSO
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SUER TO PLEASE. YOU'LL
MAKE NO /dI9TAKIC IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NEW AND BRAUflPm. SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L. WAINNER, 'Ono& N
uy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND YMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
(Mice and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
Phonav New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
EV ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
bison and Victor Phonegraphs
and a General Supply of music
on hand. If you want to buy,
It will pay you to call and see
our stock.
s" • ,"""---
!
**(dame
Look out for our Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody.
WARREN & WARREN 417 Broadway
A. S. DABNEY
—DEPSTEIT—
rtietart building
TILL. ma
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent
Fraternity
498 Red; New Phone •
PAIrfUCAH. KENTUCKY.
PABST BUIE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L A. Lagomarsiim,
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law
ticated animals. Rooms 5
 and 6 Resister Seitchik.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
ALL CALLS PRGMPTLY AT- New 'Phone On
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offics Thompson Transfer Co., Both
'r:!ones 357.
Residence Phone 2933,
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Imataare, Corporation and
„).‘, aid WOW re%
Excursiz
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion out of Paducah.
SILAn For the Round Trip IsUV Tennessee river & retni'
It is a trip of pleasure, coma*
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave eacil
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. es
For other information apply to Jae
Koger, superintendent; Frank C
Brown, west.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE 'ND
THROAT
Olicis and Reskleoce, Room I 3 awd g,
Coilnuibia
.if BIM laiti••PAL. # •
amatter end with a move-on order, for
it is more than likely that lard.ords
ho rent their p-uperty to such char-
acters will be sallea uron to anateer
indictments in the circuit comet, and it
is rumored that certain city officials
will be involved•in the round up.
Paducah has suffered Mitch at the
hands of the gamblers, tiAletai. and
Laid School Rooms.
There is one very important matter
in connection with the public schools
that does not receive the attention it
deserves at the hands of the board
of education. It is the question of
heating and ventilating the school
houses and the neglect in this direc-
tion is likely to prove very costly 'as
it involves the health of many pupils.
Seldom a winter goes by but what
much complaint is made about some
f the school rooms being too cold
or comfort on Mondays, and as a
onsequence some iof the children
tiger and some are made sick.
Yesterday morning at the Jefferson
chool the building was unpleasantly
old when the hour for school arriv-
d, and in about an hour the furnaces
eg-an to give out too much heat and
he ,rooms overheated which necessitat
e the opening of windows, the cold
ir coming in on some of the child-
en, some of whom were made so ill
at on their arrival at home at noon
hey were compelled to be put to
ed and placed under medical treat-
ment.
The board of education cannot be
to.) careful in protecting the health
of the pupils An educafion is of
no value if one's health must be sac-
rificed to obtain it. During the cold
weather the board should require the
school buildings to be fired up at
four o'clock on Monday mornings, so
as to have the rooms thoroughly
warmed by the school hour. With
no fires 'in the buildings from Fri-
day afternoon to late Monday morn-
ing, the very inside walls become
chilled, and thereby menace the
health of the children. This matter
shootd be taken up by the board and
rigid rules laid down to the janitors
to see that every precaution possible
taken for the comfort of the child-
ren
Same Old Game.
e   o t
age of the two-mile-a-year clearance atrengthened the school department
of poles ordinance. ny the appointment of nun:, really
(8) The league has secured capable directors; he got rid of a dis- delegations instructed for him.promptness in city council meetings. honest chief of police and put in his While Mr. Franks has not :in-
"(9) The league made a success- place a fairly efficient man; he ap-
nounced as a candidate it is knownful fight against the river-bed fran- Pointed a board of works that pre-
chi se. vented corporate encroachments on 
that he would like to have the nomi-
nation and it is believed that he
 Alliarre 
'slowly—that are not at all in the de- istration of the law and to an equal Boom FRANKs
tective hue: - consideration of all clauses and con-
"(0 The league gave the city its ditions of people. He pledged him-
civil service system. Nobody claims self.to the purchase and operation of
it is perfect or complete, but it is a namicipal railways, and he pledged
vast improvement over the old spoils 'himself to fight nigo- 'y against
system. the encroachments of ,..:at ions 'on
DIVINE FAILED
FOR GOVERNOR TO GET HERE
 4
0'(2) The league gave the city a Publici:streets. , I
permanent board of public works. 'An issue at the time was wheth-
REPUBLICANS SAID TO BE PROBABLE THAT WASHOUTS
"(3) The league secured the signa- at or not the overhead trolley should LOOKING TO WEST KEN-
TUCKY FOR NOMINEE. 
PREVENTED REV. HENRYtunes for the paving of ten miles of be operated on the principal business
street in the hill areas west of the streets of the city. All classes of citi- I FR — 
i'OMING.
present paved district_ When this zcns were opposed to the defacement I
work is" completed (wtihin ,the next of Market street by the overhead trol-
Teiegrarn From Owensboro Says &
carrying of quantities of mud on our ularly vehement in declaring that not ,
Revenue Is the Man. 
DR. M'DONAL0 DELIVERINIfive or six months) it will stop the ley, and Mayor Schmitz was partic- F. Franks Collector of Internal
principal streets. only a oe,d; he keep trolleys off the I
"(4) The league secured the notni- principal streets, but would curtail An Owenaboro special' to the Louis-nation and election of a nonpartisan the use on all streets as soon as
vil'le Courier-Journal says: Friends ofschool board of bigh character. ,I'l franchises expired.
"(5) The league prevented the..,re_ During the first term he !Tiede an the Hon. E. T. Franks, Collector ofinternal revenue for the second dis-election of an unsatisfactory. Street Au- excellent record. As a representative, trict, have started a boons fur him forperintendent. . honest man from the ranks of the the republican nomination for gover-
"(6) The league has fought suc- plain people he trade the heart' of
nor and it is claimed by theft friendscessfully against the participation- of lb plain people glad by doing things that he will be nominated with ease,
city employes in local polities. It he should do and leaving undone the next spring. it is claimed that Mr.
"(7) The league secured the pass- things that ought not to be done. He Franks will have 'th backingf !
republicans in the western end of the
a a ' state and that they will send' solid
tire. Nor do we expect to%see the complished, or underway to be ae-Itaid he was under &diger nts to Kati
vey the impreesion that the electric •complished. had not the league or g for material assistance, last that he
some similar organization been in ex—realized Ruef was exact's., more from
istence ihia friendship thaa he onaht to give
"The functions of the league are and he proposed to cult loose from
::-.s broad and as deep as those of the him as soon as POSSibit He might
the lawless ones, in fact, the good
people have had it rubbed in until
they are gore. According to our way
of thinking, it is title for the decent
people of Paducah to assert them-
selves and bring before the courts
those enemies to good government
who stand behind the vicious and af-
ford them what is known a% "protec-
tion." Conditions that have existed in
Paducah cannot prevail unless there is
something in it to some one
lilt ,Rt6ISitit
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Tuesday Morning, November 20, 1906
Fight For Better Morals Open&
Some of the keepers of the resorts
in the red light district out on Court
street are preparing to make a bee line
to the First ward, and there continue
they unlawful business. The recep-
tion they will encounter from the
good people of that section of the city
was made manifest by the indignation
meeting held by a number of worthy
citizens at Sixth and Trimble streets
last night, an account of which will
be found in the news columns In
looking over the names signed to the
resolutions adopted we are at once
impressed with the fact that a large
number of those citizens are scrappers
from a-way-back, and The Register
has no hesitancy in predicting that
those scarlet women who expect to
•
settle in that portion of the city will
find themselves on the move before
The corporation organs are now ;was regarded as a dish lest politt-and jury that inquires into the factsthey have time to arrange their furni-
ublishing an item intended to con- that they would not hare been ac
-lcian. To all who critic ed him he
lighting plant owned bY Columbus,
Ohio. is a failure, hut a careful read-
ing of the item fails to disclose any-
thing like a failure, hut on the con-
trary the city la proceeding to over-
haul and enlarge the plant.
Our readers will remember that a
few months ago the local corporaticoi
organs published an item under big
headlines that the city light plant at
Columbus, Ind , had been a failure,
but The Register wrote to officials at
that place and received official reports
from them that the plant was a great
success and ,the council by a unani-
mous vote authorized the plant to
be enlarged. These facts were backed
up by an exhaustive report of an
electrical expert, and it was clearly
shown that in addition to cutting the
rates down one-half, the city plant
The good citizens should not hest- had earned a good profit over and
tate to rise up and unite in a demand
fcr better morals in Paducah This
thing of being too cowardly to show
their colors is out of date and un-
are determined to have a change. it
would 'wake this city up, and in a
very short while that element would
be forced to the rear and glad of the
chance to go.
The time has arrived in the history
of this city for action, and an organize
lion of good citizens is needed to look
after the morals of 'the city and the
'enforcement of the laws. •If any of
ficial is not living up to his oath, and
discharging his duties in a lawful
manner, go after him and drive him
from public life. If official.: are faith-
ful to their oaths, hack ihem .and
support them. '
The advocates
ship should not
The petition for
of municipal owner-
become impatient!
a vote on issuing
bonds for a water and light plant will
teach them_ in due season.
-Tile owner of a New York restata
gent has offered Count Boni de Cas-
tellance, a job as major domo in his
establishment. This is about Boni's,
size
above all running expenses. deprecia-
ton and ititenest. The people of
Paducah cannot rely upon the corpor-
ation newspapers to give farts on
worthy of men who have wives and municipal ownership.
families. Lees than fifty men are re-
sponsible for go per cent of the
devilment in this city, and if a few
hundred good citizens would come
out and say to that gang that it is
A' Wide-Awake Organization.
The Los Angeles Municipal league
ran -On1*--tinte 'change. hot nr4lin affiliated-member -of the National
aiunicipal league, has a long record of
useful and effective work. It runs a
kttle monthly known as "Municipal
Affairs," and from the latest issue we
take the following striking account of
its recent achievements:
"Recently an evening paper, speak-
ing- in a friendly spirit of the func-
tion of the league in city affairs', said
that it was a power for good, but not
so much in the matter of initiating
new legislation as in detacting wrongs
and in following up the evil-doers.
"Now, it is perhaps rather doubt-
ful taste to look a gift complimena in
the mouth, but 'Municipal Affairs'
must take gentle exceptidn jo this the-
ory of the proper function of the
league. Inevitably this organization
must at times find fault with city of-
ficials, and when checking up of any
kind is needed, we are not going to
refuse a duty that others perhaps neg-
lect to perform. Still we, submit that
a hody of 650 good citizens joined for
the purpose of bettering a city gov-
ernment should have logically a much
higher purtiose than that of serving as
a general detective agency; and we
maintain that the career of the organ-
iaation up to date exemplifies the cor-
rectnesi of this theory. Let its name,
for example. nine things of mnior ins-
rortance which .the league has ac-
complished, and eight adore Oat it has
still in hand—for large thing a come
feet in Nog. icor state to give Tht bett men in
"(7) Assisting di sinterested newt- the community—poor and nch alike—
papers and conscientious city officials spoke well of him.
in raising up a powerful spirit forl But unfortunately Mayor Schmitz.
good city government i when he became important to the cor-
to be -used in an imProper way and trayed his friend, and having once be-
had sworn in as special policemen a trayed him in a small matter. was
large number of ex-convicts. thugs 'able to sell Him in a big one. The
and murderers. _ :corporations that for years have had
Louisville attending the federal court.
stood. Corporation blandishment;
The Republicans nom.' inated a can- San Francisco by the throat are only patting on' the back by big corpora-
tion managers and lawyers, a few I Mr. Wm. Eades, the coal man, wentdidate for mayor who was avowedly too glad to flatter a man who had
the representative of the Employers' once opposed them. The United Rail. smiles
who by their toadies are said to buyer, returned yesterday to Murray
 from men like "Divine Right"ItocGolroeneteilvilmlei.kKe yG., ryiffieslite.rdthaye.
tobacco
tinted an estimable man, who claimed ed railways anywhere when any sort
association The Democrats nomi- ways in San Francisco, like the unit-
after spending Sunday with his fam-
Baer. and from such men as Harri-
lwith regard to a majority of them ' 0 ri: ,crpieism on acc•I it of his
man Bennett in the Ninth district to Sunday night no services were held
at the First Christian church on ac-some extent. owes his reelection over
popular Jim Kekoe to the efforts of count of the furnace %sinking ten-
Ed Franks during the closing days properly, while the afternoon nor- •
ship at Grace Episcopal church wasof the campaign
The republicans of western Ken. called off for the same reason The
tneky will liter up almost solidly at water in the Broadway Methodist
the back of Mr Franks when the time church basement interfered with that
comes to select a nominee for goy. furnace which could not be used at
ernor There are thirty-nine countiea ali Sunclin
in the second collection district—a
district which extend; front Clinton ,
Rev. 1%. If Pinkerton toda) guts tocounty. in the mountains of eastern
Kentucky. to Fulton county, in west- Carthage. Mo., to conduct a pro-
It is understood that tracteii meeting for several weeks Heern Kentucky
the friends of Franks control the „la. returns the middle
wrocf 
Anietxht I month 
family.jority or the committees in the thirty
nine counties A large .congregsnoti greeted him
Sunda) morning it the First Christian• Others who have been mentioned in
church where he %uppity,' the pulpit.
governor are Judge Ed ()Tear, Judge; 
Vision Revival.A. R. Burnam. Senator Cox. Ex-Gov .1 .
Bradley. John V1". Yerkes and 'woke Mewl] good is !King accomplished ,,,,,
by Rev. E. H. Cunningham who con-Harlan '
VERY FINE.. SERIOUS
CLASS OF CHILDREN THAD-
ER= THEIR FIRST HOLY
, COMMUNION SUNDAY
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton Gan to Mis-
souri Today to Start Protracted
Meeting—Church Workers,
Rev. J. C Henry of Nashville,
Tenn., did not come here Sunday to
preach at the Kentucky avenue Pres-
byterian church, as expected. No
word has been received from him after
will announce his candidacy w ithin that announcing his expected arrtval,
therefore it is believed that hii traiaa few months
gut caught by some of the numerousBefore the smoke of the battle in
DISTRUCTIO NOF 27
CITIES PREDICTED
Washington. Nov to —Twenty-nine
.if the largest American cities to be
wiped off the face of the earth within
the next two years. New York and
Washington included, is the prophecy
made by Edmund Scribner Stevens, of
this city, 'elf-styled prognosticator,
trologer and royally appointed Re-
sent of King Cyrus the Great. for
whom he says he will act until the
Icing
-dead ruler revisits the world.
The list of proscribed cities includes
New York, St. Louisa Albany, Phila-
delphia, Washington, Richmond. Leb-
ducts services night!) at the North
Twelfth Street Bapti-t mission The
revival continue% throughout this
week.
New Organist.
Mr. Owen Tally has taken perma-
nent charge of the Grate Episcopal
churth organ •
Many Poor Being Found.
Captain Moreland of the Paducah
Salvation army, reports he finds much
I ciistitution aver the city, and desire%
that anyone Wishing to contribute
clothing, fuel, or anything, notify him
aa't RTA North Sixth and he will send
anon, -Pittsburg, Columbus. Indian- for tho supplies
apolisa- Cincinnati. Louisville, Nash- 1
Hannibal, Mo, St, Joseph. Mo., St. j
Paul. Minneapolis and Denver Lon- •
ville, Muskogee.. Milwaukee, Chicago,
muniaipality that it seeks to serve
The city has a few detectives. it is
true but they are on.. :small hinpOr
tance in comparison with the Anna-
and other lines of effort that interes'
and occupy its attantion."
,have done so. and remain, t an honest
mate but the baits that a are dangled
-heir. us eyes—social imp irtance.
orawa living and a Rept. Akan nomi-
nation—proved too intich an his mor-
al fiber to resist
%%ben he we. tie would have
!scorned to consider a dia'ioneat prop-
The Fall of Maroc Schmidt. osition. hitt comparative wealth, the
iChicago Examiner 1 la:Indians—ma of ; 't na n and con-
/arom San Francisco comes the aad notation Corrupt" ri•ta. turned hia
dening news that Mayor Eugene F. head completely. illtf be surrendered
Schmitz has been indicted by the aitogethes to ...1 influences.
grand jury. , Duna a the earthquake and fire he
It ia charged against nal, and ettf-!settma o• have acted a man's part in a
ficient evidence waa pre-ented to the'manly ssay. bitt v.hen it was over he
grand jury to procure 1, - indictment. brAte ,;own completely. The United
that he induced the pok-e commis- Railways comdany wanted franchises
soners, who were his own appointees. ..I1 all their lines. This concession was
tc withhold from a certain class of s.orth more than Sio.000,000 The
French Ireliteurants their liquor li- imarket price of the securities after it
censes. After the licenses were with- rtts vented proved that fact. It was
held the French restaurant keepers charger ..penly that th- corruption
raised a large sum of money and paid fund paid ha, the Unite(' Railways to
upwards of $4o,000 to A. Ruef, who!get permission from the hoard of su-
was the attorney and friend of Eu- pirviania -and have it si 4ned by the
gene Schmitz. Thereupon Schmitz mayor o'as over ;;,co,00r. and that is
irstructed Ilia appointee;, the police!one of the things the e-and jury it
commissioner;, to grant licenses to . now investigating. 'Wit' Item or not
the French restaurants. The licenses Schmitz actually i eceivea that money
were granted and the French restaur- is not yet proved, but Cie charge of
an continued to en business as they extorting a large sum ,1 money by
,had ' • sly done it—in defiance of blackmail from the French restaurant
decency and morality. ikeepers is backed by direct testimony.
The career of Eugene Schmitz, as i The -oar is fallen and is now ehs-.
Mayor of San. laraocisco is one of the ,graced. Nothing can rehabilitate him
most utrfortunate and saddening it in the good esteem of his fellow-citi-
is possible to contemplate. Asman of zens, who once delighted to honor non Paris and Rome . are equally l
mean skill, he was elected to the may-;his boa sr. He is now on his way upheaval which will
the Golden state, a musician of no him cannot and will not try to restore 'The world ia in the throes orfigahiti
!++(+aiin+nt+on:e4alt+h •Att+orl.ne: +Joh.n4I++!..
splendid appearance. a native son of him. The. corpOrations that seduced doomed.
curnstances that made him a national for some time living in luxury. He north and the South Pole south. in- fto Marion, Ky.,
oralty over four years ago under air- back from Europe, where he has been the earth and make the North Pole jc;ortaryto.t was here yesterday en mitte-
n, attend circuit
,will probably return to San Francisco stead of having the earth's axis on afigure.
Mr. James C. Hodge. Jr., wit'- her* a
San Francisco°. The city was divided outcome of his trial may be, he staneftdx,es
There had been a great strike in so face it out, but no matter what the slant," says the aged prophet. "That ;
ei 
upheaval
te,rtoliqf utah kewie,v:alonrdcal dumasoersetflrdf 
going
t1;e tfloiarresguefanfceirtd; 
:ala•enAsdttetrowdrasanyeyfrwom 
F. 
citohmitpme1;
into two classes—the forces of th;.;disgraced and is to be pitied.
in the city yesterday....
. of Shiith-
Rmployers" association on the one stands. 3!: a sad, a heartbreaking
some of them will be destroyed." 
.1 Engineer John Trentham 4 .f t Ile I.side and the labor unions on the oth aarnple of the aharneless influence of
 ,C., has returned from atteini0 theer. During the strike it was charged corporation control and interference,. 
' Van Wyck. He couldn't resist the bedside of his sick wife who took illthat the then mayor of San Fran-,in public affairs.
While visiting relatives at Mound City,cisco bad permitted the police force j Ruef. the corporation agent. he- temptation of profiting by is interest
"And as to the work in hand: the public streets, and at the end of
"(I) The organization of the city',. his term he appealed to the people for
accounting system. re-election.
"(2) The working out of a sanitary I His old enemies of the Eingloyers' the democratic ranks in the state of
garbage system association had %.atched his admin•
"(3) More thorough system at an. istration, had seen that he was do- Kentucky has hardly cleared away therepublicans have begun to look Rev. Donal McDonald of Danville, .ing excavations. ing right, and they rallied to his stan- Ky., was here and fiilled that pulpitaround for a candidate to ,it against
"(4) Protection to the rights of the dard. He was triumphantly re-elected
property owners in the matter of sa- by a large majority and more than 
Judge S. W. Hager in the gnber- i'mrtnnil and evening, and again last
loon locations. There is only one ulti- 
natorial campaign next year. I ight, delivering some excellent see-
was a remarkable and growing moss that were heard by large eon-Encouraged by the victories of the
mate outcome of this contentiora no figure in the public eye.a He loomed
matter how it may be delayed, large as a candidate for the Repub- 
republican cause ot the Third, Ninth nreaanona. Dr. Henry has beta
and Tenth distric,s on November 6, called to take pastoral charge of the
l'(5) The passage of a law that lican nomination for governor. He the republicans are even telling each flock, but has not yet given hi. an-
will compel the payment of interest was spoken of for United States s- that l'aey have a chance nIxt •wer is to whether hc will accept the
on city deposits. labor, and though barely 40 years of
"(6) Changing city elections to age, he stood in line for any political 
year of sending a man to Frankfort Proposition
.who will be the fir•t executive to oc-
nonpolitical years This goes into ef honors it was in the power of his city
-, cupv the handsome new capitol of First Holy Coaununion.
washouts in Tennessee and he could
not get here.
the state class of twentyoseven children
Worked in Two Districts. ISenday istiesing at 8 o'clock at St.
In the past few years a new leader France. de Sales received the,r first
has sprung up in the republican party holy communion, while between yes-
,a pets and benediction in the afternoonin Kentucky. Dr. A. D. James,
"(8) Better housing conditions for porattons. was tempted by them. An
the poor of the city. 
the Third district says that he Hon.Rev Father Jansen invested the littlehones:, clean man in every relation of •F. T. Franks, intere revenue collec-;ones with ths scapular, the ceremony
"Of course, the league does not life until he achieved political success tor . of the second collection district i heing very impressive The girls were
cairn to have done or to be doing all he seemed to waver when lac! corpor- of Kentucky, did more to heat Con- garbed in white, with veils to match,
the things enumerated above, alone ation corruptors approache.' him. gressman Richardson than any other ard th•- boys clothed in bleak
and single-handed; but it does claim' in his first term there had been
and can make good the claim before *friend:, relationa with A Ruef, who 
the campaign just ended Congress-
man who made repubhcan speeches in
Furnaces Out of Fix.
Milba.m.0•11,
PERSONAL MENTION.
in the ice company. It. is the same Ill.
sort of thing that has torn McClellan I a/Lasers. Roy and Harry Judd have
Union county for a hunt.down from the pedestal on which he goat to 
.Vernon J. Blow is here from
have n° live in a tiaigher sphere into which theto be neutral, but refused to go on of franchises are wanted.
on North Sixth.
artrllullffu.hAlerke,ndtowriefeaidheave gone
record as to his policy in dealing with more consideration for the 
victim lcommon
the -question that had arisen during they are about to destroy than 
has the
to debauch the honesty
,1 Attorney J. Hardin Ford, of Benton,
peoPie may not enter, seem iiii
to he the most convincinga„adrgliteocnee„netya
to Pine
the strike. lwolf for the lamb who 
furnishes him
of a certain type of man
ia here attending the United States
Then the Union Labor partya'an or- a necessary suppar. So long 
att the
court.gatvization composed 
of delegates public streets of American cit'iz'ellti Schmitz would now no doubt give
all he has and a half dozen years of
Mr. H. H. Loving returned yester-
friant• the various labor unions. nom- , may be tamed over to 
private coroor-
hia life to he once more Schmitz the '
morning from a business trip at
was elected by a vote 'nearly as great ',termer, and mayors he 
corrupted.
mated Eugene F. Schmitz for mayor ationa by
and after the fullest discussion ,he dermen and a mayor. so 
long will ;li-
the vote of a hoard of al-
the claim that the plain ' people' can, Atlanta, -Ga.
furnish as good or better officials Col. Victor Van
,
de Male left Sun- a
plain union =side. who vindicated day
As th4t of hi two opponents Ha Tt was the same 
species of comm.-
, emirchad the chatPrter of than the pria‘ileged franchice-holdera day for a' drumminv trip to Illinois rpledzel himself •-, an honest Admin- ton that t
s '
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PHIL J. ABBOTT INDICTED BY
THE FEDERAL GRAND JUR
THE BILL CHARGES HIM WITH STEALING THE $7.1oo HE TURN-
UP SHORT AS TELLER OF THE AMERICAN-GERMAN NA-
TIONAL BANK OF THIS CITY—HENRY DAVIS CONVICTED
OF COMPLICITY IN COUNTERFEITING WITH CURTIS IN-
GRAM, WHO IS NOW SERVING A FIFTEEN MONTHS TERM
AT THE ATLANTA. OA., PRISON, BUT WAS BROUGHT HERE
TO TESTIFY AGAINST HIS PAL—SAM SWEENEY ACQUIT-
- TED OF CHANOE OF STEALING MONEY MOM LICTTIE—
JUDGE TODAY TAKES UP THE INJUNCTION. SUIT OF
TELEPHONE COMPANY AGAINST CITY OF PADUCAH— VOL-
UME OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED.
Phil J. Abbott, the absconding tell- last spring term of court here, and
r of the American-German National bonds fixed at $2,000, but neither hase 
ever been served with the papersBank of this city, was indicted yes-
terday by the grand jury in the Unit- I Circuit Court Bench.
' ed States court, on the charge of ern- In the circuit court branch of thebezzling $7,100 while connected with United States tribunal, that is also
the financial institution. Abbott presided over by Judge Evans, the
skipped out dining the first of last defendant yesterday filed a motion
Aegust, saying he wanted to ga over asking the court to dismiss the suit
ha Illinois to visit his brother for of the First National Bank of Mar-
several days. After a two week's ab- ion. Ill., against the E. Rehkopf Sad-
sence. suspicion was aroused at dlery Company, wherein the bank
the bank, and Cashier F-dward Atkins sues for money claimed due as a loan
checked over the teller's books and made to the Paducah firm. The sad-
found Abbott had stolen $7,100, which, dlery company moved to dismiss on
it is understood, was made good by the ground that the Paducah.coort has
Isis relatives. The present where- 110 jurisdiction in the litigation.
shouts of Abbott are unknown. he I Judge Evans expects to today take
up the petition filed by the American-sever showing up here any more after strong, greenfield station; John C.Paducah Gty Missions, which havehis departure. He was connected German National Bank, and others, to khirTaY; S. B. Burns, Stateline; J. Wilson, Harris Memorial, Memphis:beers looked after for four years pastwith the bank for I years and force E. Rehlropf indlindually, into C. Cartwright, Mayfield; R. B. Wil- b R G Wl Wilson, presiding elder, Dyers-
from 
. Rev. Cap Owen. Dr. Bolling is . 'It is claimed his downfall resulted bankruptcy. The Rehkopf firm is now burg district; J. G. Clark, presidinggambling and speculation in the i 
being forced alto bankduptcy in this Princeton; Edwin Flowers, Milburn;
ford, Barlow; J. H. McConnell,'
one of the most prominent divines
e.der Union city.court. of the South, and will be welcomedJ J Patterson Cadi • V Alf d,backet shop market'.
The petit jury in the United States
court yesterday -retitraed a verdict of
"'Not guilty" in the case where Sada
Jolly, United States Marshal George
!Long, Assistant Marshal Win. Blades
:and stenographer, Miss H. Hatton.
y The judge will sometime todaytake up the case where the East Ten-
nessee Telephone Company last
spring got him to issue a tertmorerY
injunction, preventing the city of' Pa-
ducah from prosecuting the case this
municipality filed in the Paducah
state circuit court, and which litige-
non circuit to "ousting" the telephone
people from doing business here, on
the ground that the company refuses
to buy a public franchise from the
city government. Today the court
takes up the question as to *batiste
this temporary restraining order shall
be made permanent, or be dissolved,
and there removeè this battier that
prevents prosectuion by the city of
the state coot "ouster.' litigation.
The grand jury was empaneled yes-
terday morning, and having finished
its business by late in the afternoon,
here, while the return of Dr Black- Rev. Cap Owen continues residing
. . • •The defendant filed a motion for Aurora; H. S. Luton, Golden Pond.
sad and Rev. Fields are sources of here in this city, as his new charge isthe Waintiff to elect which cause for J. C. Langston, Tobacco; W. C. Tits- .
enjoyment to all, a, well as DT. only a few miles out from Paducah.tion he will prosecute in the dam- worth Ogden• Shaxley Allen Trade-
.age suit of Wm. Foster, colored. water• A. L. Zaker, Marion, C. L •esmstrongs loss cne of much regret., Rev. A. N. Sears of Tyler, just out-Sweeney was charged with taking against Officer Thad Terrell. Eoste His successor Dr. Banks. had charge side Mechanicsburg, returned yester-Walker, Hickman' Hamiltni Perry,'envy from a letter at the Boydsvill ,ofthe Third street church here some day at noon from attending the eon-
claims the policeman falsely arrested
Iference.and erongfully asaulted Foster last m C. 
?slimness; J M. Stevenson. Princton,
and
'By postoffice where he was employed 
is an excellent minister.-4.. es an asiistant Jones. Newb : G E Crum- Years ago
The appointtnents for the surround-
Christmas during the excitement at- bans'. Eddyville;PC. C Butts, La-
leggers" was convicted of the illicit against Patrolman Aaron Hurley. Thissele of liquors, and today Judge sun comes up for trial today. TheEvans will determine %%hat fine or vi•oman claims the officer wrongfully
'entente shall be imposed on him arrested her last Christmas day, andMurphy anty a few %eeka agn finish- also that the fatal gunshot wounded a term at the Eddyrille penitentiary received by her husband. John Tics.
where he was sent for robbing a man celored, came from Off cer Hurley's
at a South Th;rd saloon. On being revolver. Tice is the negro who bar. 
releasedfrom prison ha was met at fleeted himself in the Eleventh andthe door by Deputy Marshal Wade tioroadway raikroad toweele,use and
'brown and brought back here to an- poured a fusillade into a cordon of
sever for the bootlegging charge He police trying to arrest hint.has given the authorities much trouble Thete was dismissed at plaintiff'sfor many years. cost the land suit of Josiah Cowper
There was continued until the next against Mary F.. Wren. It hes beenterm of court the cage darning oil the docket for years. '
If enry IT Elliott with bootlegging. W. F. Cowper was sworn in as ani t..._ Until the next term of court was 
*pc with misappropriating funds a 
attorney to practice at the Federal
• the case charging Mitt e„firi bar,
There were continued by agreement 1
the First National Bank of this city the suits of Annie A. Scott, adminis- '
while he was president. The contin- made of James Scott. against the
mince was given upon Cope's lawyer Illinois Central railroad. Scott is the
firing an affidavit that the attorney's Paducah switchman who was killed by
wife. 'joint.s prevented the lawyer an engine running over him in tie: Mahoney Recovering beforefrom being ready for trial. Fulton yards. His widow sues for . But the Porto Rican has busily goneThe jury returned a verdict of $.73.ono damage.. on account of his to work to establish. schools where%inky" 'Ti the case charging Henry deztii. the actions being transferred Paducah friends of Mr. 011ie Wil- his children may become thoroughly/1. Davis with complicity in coun- from state to Federal court, The w1d- liamson will receive with pleasure the Americanized and competent to copeterfeiting wilt today de-
.... now wants them transferred back news that he is getting better at the commercially with the traders of the
The judge
ride what sentence Davis shall -serve to the state court. but Judge Evans hospital. in Cairo where he has been continent. He appreciates the factlaying now for the past week as re
-:that Uncle Sam will not for long per-
stilt of accidentally shooting himself ;mit the petty warring of infant na-
through the right kg. He will be 1 tons which cling to the edge of his
able to come out within a week or i coast. Therefore, with connnendable
two. Mr. Williamson had a revol- -good sense. the Porto Rican has
ver in hie pocket when it caught in adapted himself to the new crindi-
such a way that it was discharged eions and is proceeding to avail him-
and sent the bullet crashing through self of the advantages pertaining
his lower limb. Fortunately the bone thereto. 
.
was not shattered. 1 The shipmertts of Porto Rico to the
Mr. Williamson lived here until ,United States in mot were $5.soo.00re
two years ago, and traveled for a Since that time the expoet trade has
wholesale tobacco firm, but is now increased until in tran5 it has amount-
associated with the Wearen-Gale 'ed to ainaoonoo. Exports to for-
wholesale grocery establishment of I•eign countries have not fallen off. It
Cairo. He was here several weeks is only natural that the great in-
fra- the first crease in trade should be with theego spending Standee
t'me since he left. . 'United States. Increase in foreign!
.trade will follow later.
i Cuba has accomplished the proudRecovering Slowly. 
,feat of standing eight years after her
Operator Mahoney of the Memphis 
'emancipation in as bad a position as
office for the IllinOis Central railroad, 'before. With an insurgent army in
is steadily recovering at the railroad the field and an army of occupation
Undo Murphy. the 'King of Boot- tendant upon the John Tice incident circuits, which interest Paducahmasco; Joe Darnell, Hardin Sam ing
and are -
The Rev. J. W. Illackard1 presiding
elder
Broadway—The Rev. W. T.
mg.
City Missinns—W. J. Naylor
Third street—P. H. Field.
Trimble street—Cs W. Ranks
Mayfield Station—C. A. Waterfield.W. S. Bela city; J. H. Robinson, elder, and Rev. T. J. Owen to thel Milburn circuit—E. A. Tucker.Marion; H. C. Vinson, Cadiz; J. M. Reidland circuit. Rev. W'. T. Bolling Oakland circuit—Wi71iam Holland.Denton, Woodville; S. E. Colley,
Farmington; A. D. Rudolpt,'Heights; of Memphis is sent to the Broadway Reidland .circuit—T. J. Owen.
Sedalia circuit—Ed L. Wright.John T. Lamb, Princton; T. E. Fort- Methodist church here, while Rev. G.
Spring Hill circuit—S. L Jewell.son, Heath; Mims Cotton, Lamasco; W. Banks of the Second MethodistL. F. Canter, Lynnville; H. E. Langs-
ton, Hardin; Richard Bebout, Sheri-
dan; W. H. Terry. Bardwell; Fritz
Scdmidt, city; L. T. Polk, city; Eli
Nichols, city.
L T Folk is foreman
Pt* Jury.
Allen Jones, Arlington; D. M. An-
derson, Bardwell; Silas Kevil, city;
J. A. Guess Marion; Will Ward,
METHODIST APPOINTMENTS
AT MEMPHIS CONFERENCE
REV. W. T. BOLLING OF MEMPHIS COMES TO BROADWAY
CHURCH, WHILE DR. T. J. NEWELL IS MADE PRESIDING
-ELDER OF BROWNSVILLE, TENN., CIRCUIT—FEV. ARM-
STRONG GOES TO GR:EENFIELD, TENN., STATION, AND IS
SUCCEEDED HERE BY REV, G. W. BANKS, FOUMERLY OF
SECOND METHODIST CHURCH IN MEMPHIS,
.:Reports from the SLemphis confer.: Earlington circuit—J. 1.. Hunter.
sect at. ,Ripley, 'feint, show • that I B-ardwell Station—W. 11. Pickins.
Presiding Elder littackagn and Peetor Barlow and Wickliffe—G. W
Evans.Peter Fields of the Third street '
Methodist' church are the only inigis•.
ters returned to this city, Rev. W. W:
Armstrong of the Trimble street
Methodist church being sent to
Briensburg circuit—J. T. Pickett.
Clinton circuit—J. A. Moody.
Clinton Station—L. D. Hamilton.
Farmington circuit—T. M. McNutt.
La Center circuit—Wl A. Watts.was finally discharged. The members, 
Lovelaceville circuit—W. A. Cook.Greenfield, Tenn.; Rev, T. J. Newello; it and the petit jury, are:
Mayfield circuit—T. P. Ramsey.Grand jury. to the Brownsville circuit as presiding
Wilkins, Cayce; W J. Matlock, Gra-
hemville; Nichols, Princeton; L.
1' Polk, city; C. W. Clark. Lafay-
ette; C. H. Vinsolt, Woodville; G P.
altshop, In Center
SHOT HIMSELF
THROUGH LEO
FORMER PADUCAHAN IS NOW
LYING IN HOSPITAL AT
CAIRO.
at the Atlanta. Ga.. Federal prison.
where time as now being done by
f• mils Ingram, who last spring as
L /en fifteen months in prison at trial
of his case in the Federal court here.
Ingram is the pal of Davis. and it is administrator of Pink Underwood,
claimed they made bad dollars, one of against the Illinois Central railroad
whioh was passed upon a street car ior $2s,000 damages on account of
esinductor and others at different Underwood, who was a railroad fire-
', prints. The metal and pots used to
e manufacture the spurious cpin were " "
11. dYing as result of injuries he re-
found in the feet of }of Petter's ;ew-
e dry establishment on South Third 
phis.
There was dismissed %%about preju-
street near Broadway, while the:dice by the plaintiff the suit where
moulds were found Mahe engine room ;E. T. Gatlin, of Murray, ‘ought to
oi The Palmer hotel where Davis 
was
omploye( Its assistant engineer. Ira. 'recover from George Gilbert and
gram wa "'brought here 
yesterday i Henry Arenz, about $3,000 Gatlin
prawn in ,elaitzted he lost speculating in the
morning ‘ In the Atlanta i bucket shop of Gilbert and Areaz.
charge of J. M. Nye. one of the 
peni-
tentiary guards. Ingram was 
brought An answer to the amended libel was1
ep to testify in the case 
against Wen in the. suit or Thomas Haw-
Davie, and will probably be 
taken to kins against the steamer -Monte
the priaon by Mr. Nye 
when the Omer.
guard return' there with 
Ingram I There was dismissed as settled the
Evans de- lease where H. M. Vought claimed
This wilt be done if ledge
' ball ay shall !wages from the barges Cora and oth-
ers. . .
There were dismissed the libel suits
of J. M Simpson. against the steamer
Clifton, the Vs'est Kentucky Coal
Company vs th'e steamer Terre Haute,
and the West Kentucky Coal Com-
pany vs the steamer TiToriffolk and
Mary Micheal. Simpson claimed
wages from the Clifton. while the
coal company had a bill for fuel [w-
elshed the steamers Woolfolk and
Mary Micheal. The coal company
claimed et,000 from the steamer Terre
Haute on the ground that the eteamer
sank a barge the coal company had
consigned to care of the Terre Haute.
to be taken up the Ohio river.
'A compromise loving been effected,
there was dismissed at defendant's
cost the suit of the F. W. Cook
Brewing Company against Henry A.
Tyler and others of Hickman, Ky.
Hickman people compelled the brew-
ery agent to move his stock of goods
from that town, and the brewery-, then
stied for damages,
1. J. Clark, L. A. M. Grief and 0.
A. Wetheringtrin were selected by
thc court as bailiff, for this term.
Judge Evans opened the court yes-
terday morning and immediately be-
gan rushing business. He arrived
Senday. accompanied. by United
States Disteict Attorney George De-
re!le, Assatioit Attorney Horace
cides. the penalty Da Y'
lc a priscoi term.Pony West was dismissed of the
case eharging him witt 
bootlegging.
A continuance. 
pending a compro-
mise settleineut. wae given 
to the
case charging( Dink 
Rowling with
ationtlegging.
A. W Levrie was found 
"not gutt-
er" of the 
indictment charging him
with "knowingly" using 
on a letter a
postage stamp that had 
been prey-
:misty used and i
tanceled.
• 
Wallace Woolford was 
convicted of
rece;ving postage stamps that 
Frank
'R. Richards, alias 
"Ohio Bill' had
stokn from the 
postoffice at Mexico,
Critenden county, Ky. The 
judge will
de on Woelford's 
penalty today.
Richards plead guilty to 
robbing the
Uffice and was- also 
convicted, his pen-
alty to be aectided 
also. Both were
litifeated by the Federal 
court grand
'jury at Owensboro, and 
the casee
n 
transferred to the Paducah 
court,
the Nfescieo 
poetoftice is in this di'-
here were continue:4 
the indict-
nte against J. S. 
Boelleaux and G.
Palmer, charged with 
doing busi-
jant without a license when 
they op-
rated The People's Home 
rurchas-
big Company of 
this city bef.ore it
Went into insolvency last 
year. The
irdietrnents were brought in at 
„the
- 
•
did not pass on the motion to this
effect.
The transcript from the Paducah
elate circuit conrt was filed in the
transferred su't of Felix G. Rudolph.
a
Revolver Went Off in Mr. William- Cuban is apparently no better satis-
Roll-
son's Pocket and Shot Him— tied with his condition than he was
The Pearl and the Pumpkin.
1St. LOUR Star
-Chronicle.)
A striking contrast is afforded bytae comparison of Cuba and Porto
Rico since the Spanish-American war.
From tfiatt till 1906 is not a verylong ngtsioad for a government to re-
main Undisturbed. After years of
rebelkon against the Spanish yoke andthe shedding of Cuban blood in fruit-iest, lake* for "Cuba Libre' the
Wings) circuit—J. R. Womble.church of Memphis comes to the Woodville circuit—R E. Brasfield.Trimble street church here. Both are Ministers who have served Padu-
expected in the city in time to preach cab churches: J. fifIs'oberts, presid-
next Sunday, if posaible, while Rev. ing elder Jackson Xstrict; T. J.
Armstrong and Rev. Newell will get Newell, presiding elder Brownsvilledistrict • E. B. Ramsey, Madisonhere tomorrow and prepare to move ' To Taxpayers:
their families to their new stations. Heights, Memphis; H. B. Johnston: You are hereby respectfully notified
Rev. W. J. Naylor takes charge of the Union City station; W. W. Arm- that the last half of your City Thu
Ncw is the time to aet a bottle eh
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderrfta Cream
Prevents and cures chappea rough
skin. Makes the akin soft, smooch
and white. Removes al! bleon.isbes
caused by, the cold winds.
Delightful to use after &hewing.
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson Sat
MEMORY IS MONEY
Bill is now due.
-
This friendly reminder is to gland
you against forgetfulness, and may
save you a Ten Per Cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earfseme
convenience, that you may avoid the
crowd and delay of the last days.
Yours very truly,
JOHN J. 1DORIAN,
City Treasurer.
V
?CRS! fURS!
SPECIAL SALE
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
ONE OF THE LARGE FUR HOUSES OF DETROIT HAS
SENT US SEVENTY-FIVE PIECES OF NE SCARFS ANL)
NOVELTY NECK PIECE. ON MEMORANDUM FOR INSPEC-
TION.
WE WILL PLACE THE LOT ON SALE THREE DAYS AT
33 PER CENT LESS THAN REGULAR PRICES. THE LINE
CONSISTS OF MINK. OPPOSUM. GREY SQUIRREL. SABLE
AND BLACK MARTIN.,
IF YOU WANT THE LATEST NOVELTY IN FURS COME
TO OUR STORE MONDAY. 'THE LOT IS ON DISPLAY IN
OUR SHOW WINDOW.
PRICES: $5.00 to $20.00
eley Dry Goode Co.
X X X
INSURE WITH
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway Phoftes:Office 383—Resi4ence ;6%
hospital on West Broadway here in Havana her president retired In — 
where he was operated on several tisgust and her statesmen wrangling.
weeks ago for appendicitis. It will be Cuba is not a nation to be envied. rarn L.several weeks yet before he is able to
leave the institution to return to Mem-
phis and resume his work of dispatch-
ing trains for the road
—Game Warden T. J. Moore is in-
vestigating a number of cases report-
ed to him where parties are selling
and shipping quail from this section.
It is a violation of the law to do this
The "Pearl of the Antilles" hag
aptly been called the "Peril of the
Antilles." For sonic purposes the
pumnkin is a much more useful ar-
ticle than the pearl. and the, solid
practical Porto Rican does not stif-
fer by the comparison.
Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accideit,Lite, .Lability, Steanktiluiler-
emmaiiimallgammil/Na
Campbell Block.
Adverlise in the Register and Get OfficeResults Phone369. Residence Phone 72(
Now is the time for you to fill 'you' c "al holse. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
151s1_ Kentucky ana Wino& Coal
Also dealer ir LIME an CEMENT- Agent hi Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING:OF CEMENT."
ft 11 Cunningham,
Phones: Ole 900, New 245. Thivieent14 and Ada tratet
• :4
• r
a:
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcommend the use of
Reary's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . application . for I
chanted Or cracked skin or lips.!
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heeds, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
skin.
1J N. ffehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Pint
Because it Irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, OT stud
holes match.
Third
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either .,tiff or pleatcd
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" 'o often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
Phone aoo.
_
NOTICE
HiEbest Prices Paid for Second-Had
STOVES AND *FURNITURE
Buy anything and gen crerytbsag.
sr11-eao Court Street: um Phone
3 OIL
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGOU IN CONNEC-
TION.
OLIVIER. OLIVER & IFOREGOR
LAWYER.S
')FFICES: Benton, Ky., rear haul
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Building
New 'Phase ma. Old 'Plume 486
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS fHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
I. C. Flournoy Ceeli Re A ROMANCE OF' THE NEW S'I A I E
FLOURISH & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms so, is r 4 La, Coltiasuia Bldg.
PAD =AR, FY.
C. MANI111:6 SEARS, CB.
Office 1707 Islets St.
Telep lee 377.
N. T. Rivers, M. D
OFFICE lac NORTH FIFFH
TELE HONES:'' 
Resider re 2g6 Office as
ALIEN V. PURLEY
Anon .y at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bktg.
Paducat.
Kentocky
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLED
IILAIODLE.
Hendrick, Milks
MarbIe
Vractice is all the coats of the
state. Both phases 31.
Rosana 1, a and 3 Register Build
ing, 523 1-2 Bfell4WW.
DR. R. F. !WARM
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR.. HOYER
Room an Fraternity Badding.
Office 'phone Old 331 R Residence
'phone old 464.
R. T LIGHTFOOT.
LAWYER.
Will practice in all court, of Zs
tack'.
Dr. B. THall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, id
North Fifth. Both Phones it
Residence 1041 (Joy, 014 Phone tfigs
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
t Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway—Float Is,
Residence, Sip Broadway
Anse am.
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn out more and
n R
U 
TRIP From 
be„er 
grade work Cleaning, 
DU 
LOUISVILLE Ti and Repairing.201uRep i *
Tampa, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando
AND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA.
VIA
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
ASH
Queen & Crescent Route
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates
November 6th and aoth to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama,.
Georgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebraska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
stop-overs in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and cota-lt".6;
plete information call on or address,
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street,
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passen-
ger Arent, 234 Fourth street,
Louisville, Ky.
1. G. BEAM. Ir.. Assistant General
a,ent t Goals Me..
Sti INK: 1 DC :or the Register
K. C. Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
Round trip to li.VANSVILLE AND
RETURN, conanous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $3.no mask and
berth Indnent.
SOUND TRIP TO CAIRO, petty
of Eve or over $1.50 each, without
Suss with maids.
Good music on all the boats. Foe
urtber particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agwat
or OWEN POWLNR, City Pass
Assist. Pilaw iso
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth say boys
saute by hauling it away.
THOS. BEIDGRS & Km.
r'•••14iittein.
ur OKLAHOMA
According to dispatches from Bond
Creek, Okla., the last train robbery
is again brought into the limelight
through the romantic wedding dur-
ing the last week cm Miss Nellie Cath-
—
from a priest and returned when his
identity was learned. On down the
line was a man dressed in a suit of
conspicuous pattern, and him Frank
Jennings took for a member of the
sporting fraternity. "Certainly you
will not rob a ministerr said the
naa.n's wife, and Jennings answered
or women and children." The
outlaw could not be persuaded, how-
ever that the man in the loud clothes
was a minister, and when the latter
pulled from his pocket a big roll of
bills with a ;to note for a wrapper,
Jennings said, "Well, old boy, this
must bc your flasn roll," and stuffed
of the deputies who attended the wed- t into his pocket When la
ter exam-
ding, Chris Madden, was also a dep- ner, the roll was found to 
be sound
uty at the time the Jennings gang
did their train robbery job and took
part in the chase and capture of the
Jennings boys
The groom, Frank Jennings, was
one of the leaden t of the band of out-
laws that held up and robbed a Rock
Island passenger near Chica-
sous. As a rule one charge is used to
loosen a safe door and a second to
blow the door siff the safe. After
applying the nitroglycerine to the safe
and lighting the fuse for the lust ex-
plosion, the robber, in haste, forgot
erine Bunyan, society editor of the to remove the dynamite and surplus
Guthrie Daily Leaocr, to Frank Jen- nitroglycerine from the car, and when
flings of Lawton, a former outlaw the crash came, the entire supply of
and train robber. Another tinge of explosives was destroyed. Only the
romance is added to the event when trucks of the express car were left
it is known that the marriage cere- standing. The safe was so badly dans-
inony was performed in the Guthr. Aged that the robbers could almost
home of John R. Abernathy the woli- reach the contents inside, but were
tatching United States marshal, who compelled to abandon the treasure for
served a six o'clock dinner in honor lack of explosives.
of the bride and groom, following the All this time Frank Jennings, with
wedding. Mr. Jennings was a gut,: threats of shooting, was having a
in the Abernathy house when the wed- lively time preventing the passengers
ding occurred, and liaa on several oc- irons getting od th• train to ascertain
casions been deputized by Mr. Aber- the reason for stopping Disappointed
nathy to assist him in some case f ed in not getting the loot from the
importance. The bride is the (laugh safe, the robbers took all the express
ter of John Bunyan of Pond Creek, packages in sight 'and decided to rob
city marshal for a number of year,, the passengers. Many of the passen-
and prominent as a Democrat in gers were badly frightened, and one
Grant county politics, woman on the rear platform of the
The marriage was kept secret for last Pullman sleeper came near jump.
about a week, but finally came out and ing over the railing into Jennings'
was used by the loocal press, much arms 'a her alarm and desire for 
pro,
to the chagrin of Mrs. Jennings, who tection.
had thought to spring a "scoop" in All the passengers were lined up
the society columns of the paper on outside and alongside the train and
which she worked. She had waited searched. Two dollars were taken
to use the "scoop" in order that her
paper might get cuts made from pho-
tographs of herself and husband
Among the guests at the weddIng
were Deputy Marshal Chris Madden,
who was one of Roosevelt's Rough
Riders; Deputy Marshal Van Aber-
nathy, a brother of the marshal, and
Probate Judge "Jerry" Strang, who
performed the ceremony. Strang was
formerly a member of the Kansas
state supreme bench. The former out-
latt . tht retort'. as the guest of a Unit-
ed States marshal, and with a deputy
marshals as witnesses, was married
by a former associate justice. ()Tie
6 6Savichni
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Money
Mt"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
i And:All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You 
Mechanic's and Farmers -
Savings Bank,
227 Broa I r
11111111111
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H ON
PAWNEIROKEk‘
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONET LOANILD ON
ALL VALUABLES
I. COHEN
tog SOUTH SECOND.
to the core The man was a imuister,
the pulpit,
till lives in Oklahoma, and is still in Mattil, Eli
Following the robbers of the pas-
sengers, the outlaws took to the hills
in the Chicasaw nation, and were pur-
sued for week', finally being overtak- 130 S.
en in Indian Territory and captured.
sha. 1. T.. ten or twelve years ago. It was the last train robbery
 in Okla-
He pleaded guilty and was sentenced horn*. 
The posse that captured the
to serve five years in the federal peni- Jenningses was led by "B
ud" Led-
tentiary at Fort Leavenworth, KaL, better, who is still doing dut
y as a
and was released from the Prison deputy marshal in Indian 
Territory.
about two years ago His brother. Al
Jennings, was sentenced to the fed-
eral prison at Columbus, , for life,
and was pardoned by President
Roosevelt after serving about five
years. Before he turned train rob-
ber, Al Jennings oas prosecuting at-
torney of Canadian county, Oklahoma
and he is now in the practice of law
at Lawton. and has many clients in
crimincl cases Frank Jennings is in ing their escape by a back d
oor while
the realty business at Lawton. the officers were shooti
ng- into the
Frank Jennings list his future bride front of the'hut
at a baseball game in Guthr.e last The iollowing day th
e Jennings
summer during the South Central
league season. He did not woo her
by deception, but told her his l
ife
story, what he had been. and that
he was now in a reputable business
Thi.. was satisfactory to the society
editor, and the wedding followed
None of the young woman's close
st
friends knew anything of the wooing
and were surprised when the news 
of
the wedding leaked out.
The original intention of the Jen-
nings band, as the story runs, was 
to
settle permanently in South Amer
ica
and they adopted the train r
obbing
plan ae a means to get the nec
essary
funds. They intended to rob the R
ock
Island train near Chickasha, make
 a
rich haul from the express car,
 and
then leave Oklahoma 
permanently.
They believed train robbery 
offered
itself as the most feasible plan for 
get-
ting the money.
The word had reached the ou
tlaw'
that the couthbound Rock 
Island
train \sac carrying $roo,000 cash for
the men and army officers 
at Fort
Sill, and the members of t
he band
met it a siding. where Fra
nk Jen-
nings threw the switch in 
order to
turn the yassenger train train
 on to a
side track. There were r
umors that
outlaws were in the country, 
prepar-
ing tn-1 rob a hank at Minc
o, I. T
Railroad employes had been w
arned
to be on their guard. and when
 the
engineer caw a man ciFrnalli
ng to
stop the train, lie pulled the
 throttle
wide open to run past the 
siding.
The action of the engineer ala
rmed
Frank Jennings, who feared 
that if
the train ran into the 
siding at full
speed it would collide with 
a number
of freight cars and cause a 
heavy loss
of life. Pulling off his mas
k. Jennings
ran up the track a shor
t distance to
warn the engineer. who fina
lly saw the
open switch and stopped 
the train
The train was almost 
past Frank
Jennings when it stopped. 
and this
one incident proverl to be 
a misfortune
to the outlaws. Nitroglyc
erine
dynamite, fuse. etc., had been 
brought
to blow open the cafe:
 and Frank
Jennings was to have applie
d the ni-
troglycerine. He was so far 
from
the expreca car when the
 train stop-
ped, however. that to save 
time anoth-
er member of the fang 
undertook the
work. He was inexperienced
 and ner
The posse went to the rendezvous of
the Jennings gang, forty miles up the
Arkansas river from Muscogee where
the outlaws were barricaded in a log
hut. They opened fire as soon as the
posse got in sight. Ledbetter and
the other officers poured a hail of
lead into the house, and the outlaws
stayed in the builfing until every one
of them were wounded, finally mak-
gang was captured near Checotah, I
T. "Al" Jennings told T.edbetter that
a bullet from the officers rifle struck
an organ in the house, tearing out a
splinter, and hurled it across the room
against the opposite wall
"When I heard the organ playing
'Home. Sweet Home,'" said Jennings
to Ledbetter, "I decided it was time
we were getting out of that building
?nd we liked."
It is the intention of Mrs. Frank
Jennings. according to her friends, to
write a book entitled "Our Lives," in
which, ostensibly, she will have some-
thing to say regarding herself and the
exploits of her husband. As a dep-
uty marshal. Frank Jennings has re-
cently been employed in several im-
portant cases. among them being that
of an alleged moonshiner, Henry Blat-
teg who was captured at Oklahoma
City, following several weeks of de-
tective work. •
The Jennings boys, even in the days
when they were practicing law. prior
to their train robbing escapade, were
handy with their sixshooters, but one
of the brothers, "Ed" Jennings, was
shot and killed in the district court
room by Temple Houston. a half-
breed Indian, son of the. Texas liber-
ator. He also shot and severely
wounded "Al" Jennings in the same
fight. It resulted from a quarrel in
the court room during the progress
of a trial Houston was tried and
acquitted. being d4 fended by Henry
E. Asp. a present Guthrie citizen, and
a nominee for delegate to the consti-
tutional convention.
Since his release from pnson "AI"
Jennings has re-entered 'politics and
during the last national campaign he
became prominent as an organizer of
William Randolph Hearst clubs in
Southern Oklahoma. At the recent
election he was defeated by a narrow
margin in a race for nomination for
delegate to the conerittetional con
i-
vention.
English in German Schools.
While the Germans are paying more
and snore attention to the English
 tan-
gtiage, there is a declItte of 
German
as a school subject in England
0011111101.111/01•1 010~N.
Subscribe for the Register.
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Undertakers and Embalmers.
THIRD STREET: PADUCA11.17
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The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AS T GLASS YAM
IT CAN BE Al PLIED TO ANY WINDOW 01
TRANSOM. .1T EXCLUDES OUTSIDE 'VIEW AND
ADSITTS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
• AND AORILEABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOOM. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
0. C. Lee. 315 hay.
WINCH15111
66 NUISLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Skis
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Game.
For Sale Everywhere.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
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aclucah Transfer Compam
(Incor poratcd )
JUST AN ACCIDENT
IN ROST CASES IT IS DUE TO
GE2NER AL CARTAGE7BUSINESS. GROSS CARELESSNESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING IntEIGHT. MACHIN.
MY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO0 POE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
We exercise the greatest
care in selecting our cut glass
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. • We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled.
Wedding and Holiday
JINN Jo
The Fevei-
Season
Has few tenors for the reddest whose bane ie eOgiooed' with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimatee as cranking and Stearn cr Hot Water Heanng from
it Ed allannan
A
If Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE 
THE PROMPT PLUMBER.cps Kentucky Avenue. :is South I mirth Street. ones
D 
BotL 
Directory Company
- 
Ph
aron 
ins
Of Louisville, Keitecky
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah. we
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below la she mom
beg Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is issitod to ale
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
TM ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
t,
STATES.
List of/Directories on File
ALLISOFIENY CITY, PA.
ATI ANTA, OA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
DORTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
IlthrIPALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
OHICA00, ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
OOLOMIUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COL
CQVINGTON, KY.
DfITTON, 0.
EN1ER. COLO.
PET IT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
• 
DULUTH, MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
KANSAS CITY. RAS.
KNQXVILLE, TENN.
L \ ANGELES, CAL.
Lop ..avaLE.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH
4
in
;zst
(IV
0.
MAN ITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CONIL
----REWARJC, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH. CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT. CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD, CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA. N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. Y.
DIRECTORY FOR
\, SALE:
PRICE $4.00
spoll-ety
Register Office, 523 Broadway
Child Maimed for Life Through Mo-
mentary Neglect of Nurse—Fleas-
ant Experiences Which Some-
time.s Come by Accident
BY MAROLIIZT Z. SANGSTER.
(Copyright, LIM, by !aleph B. Bowles-)
Nine-tenths of the untoward hap
penings that people call occidental are
due to gross carelessness and shame-
ful neglect.
There are two sets of people in the
world—those who keep things up and
those who let things run down. The
first have never indulged in the habit
of putting off till to-morrow what ought
to be done to
-day. It the toot leaks or
there is a crac• in the ceiling or a
loose board in the Soar or • sagging
hinge or • broken window cord, they
repair the damage at once. They know
perfectly that It costs less to mend
than to mar. and marring goes rapidly
en we there is no mending. As
everybody knows the best way to let
even • line house go to absolute ruin
Is to shut it up and leave it without an
Inhabitant. A house that is lived in
teats longer and looks better than a
house that Is untenanted, because the
forces of nature are constantly making
War upon the buildings of men, and s
eonstant battle must be waged agalaal
them if men are to come off victors.
The heedless housekeeper has easu
ally mentioned that-there is a this
place on the stair carpet which wit!
presently wear into a hole. She is not
ignorant of a rip in a rug which may
catch somebody's heel and cause a tum-
ble. But being heedless, she put off
repairing the rent In carpet and rutjutil an unlucky person hurrying alone
has a fall, which means • hip out ofjoint or a broken leg, or, worse still
a jar which .may cause apoplexy te
some one In old ago, or the develop.
meat of a malignant disease in 001n4
one ) u r. g r There baleful sequence
do come from slight falls, and some
body ts responsible
A variety of miseries ahntfle Woo.
In the train of so-called accidents
whieu never should have been permit
tad to occur. From time to time peo
pie die because they have eaten toad
stools when they thought they were
eating mushrooms. NolOng is seals,
than to distinguish bete u t' a dead
ous edible and the deadie f egos, yet
there are those eho mourn suer
deaths as if they were laid at the doos
of accident.
Children are sometimes left in thl
ears of thoughtless hirelings and are
maimed for life through falls for whicl
there was neither excuse nor occasion
• man fearfully deformed with a great
hump between his shoulders was is
his infancy the most noble and beauti-
ful of children. While his pretty nurse
was flirting with a gallant policeman
the baby carriage took a slide down •
steep hill and was overturned at tin
foot. and years of pain and wretched
mass, with the handicap of the hunch-
back, have paid for that folly.
We seldom read of a railroad acci-
dent that Is not due to the ca.:eleg-
em/ of eemehody. and yet it would he
most tintair to utter sweeping {TM
clams on the employee of public con
royal:mg. The average man is superb-
ly trustworthy. The engineer ticks
to his post and dies in the effort te
save the train. When one of the en.
gines on the "Majestte was suddenly
put out of commission not long ago, by
a real accident that no care could have
aaticipated or averted, the corps of en-
gineers, at the risk of their own lives,
In the face of clouds of scalding steam.
shut off the machinery, and were car-
ried to the hospital afterwards. They
were heroes.
There are accidents that no oge can
prevent. But as compared with those
which come by .lack of are. they are
few. When the lightning from the sky
strikee a man dead as he sits in his
house or walks by the way, he ma)
be said to perish by the act of God
But when a man takes hold of a live
wire with bare hands, he has on13
himself to blame if he drops &ail the
next instant. The accident was stupid,
and foolhardy.
_ 
_
. • •
' We need not limit what happens le
apparent accident to disaster and ca
!amity. There are pleasant tninge that
may propeety be set down to the a::
event of accident, since we have not
planned them nor in any way made the
least provision, mentally or materially
for their coming to pass. A young mat.
bests about for a good plaos to sp.ata
a brief holiday. Business claim" him
so constantly that vacations are tee
and far between. No often elo,s he
obtain a recess. Shall be go to thr
mountains, to the old homestead. tc
the inland springs or the sluice': tele:
he aseept a frined's invitation to jot.;
him on a yacht„ or pootibly c'• -t•
go, on a btcy‘-ie tour a, ,,,#.•,a-t
state? lie finally decides on one jaunt
orenother, with no ultimate object,
except to have a good hole.ay.
ON Yet on the yacht or in the farmhouse
or by the way he is to meet a girl
whose eyes shall capture his heart and
who snail change the face of the world
for him for the rest of his life.
"How came Hugh to marry Belle?"
I once asked, wondering at what seem-
_es. od an incongruous marriage, the bus-
aand a man of profound culture and
7aried learning, while the wife was is
brilliant social butterfly, wit,' cared for
'little except personal adornment andbeautiful surroundings.
ubscribe For The Register
good eallois ring by the time they
"Oh," said the friend who answered
we, "they met on a slow steamer cross-ing the Atlantic. Nearly everybody on
board was seasick. But they had in
common the fact that they were both
PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE,
She of Whtes Knits Husband's Socha
and Sees That He Wears
Them.
Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house
keeper, and though ene is a very busy
woman socially, there are but a few
things in the management of het
household which she does not under-
stand and many whicr -"S-e perionallv
supsentends.
The princess has no liking for sit.
Una with idle hands, and she is never
without some sort of needlework. She
not only knits the prince of Walser
socks, but seem that he wears them.
Once, for instance, when the prince,
after a long day's shooting, returned
home tired and wet, the princess was
having her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for theirs, but—
careful wife that she la—the princess
would not give her husband any until
te had changed his wet boots and
stockings, and he, though laughing and
protesting, had to do her bidding.
The princess is an excellent mother,
and both she and the prince are very
anxious that their chaldhen should be
brought up on the simplest Uses pos-
sible. When they are at York cottage
they have their little ones with them a
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was coostantly
Used by the small prisms. One day,
however, a visitor fell over, • hoop be-
longing to Prince Edward, and now
tbe children have a special play room
of their own.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
---
Reptile rawasses Remarkable In-
stinct for Finding Nest-
ing Greand.
---
During the summer months. from
May to August. the big sea turtle
lay their ages In the beach. They
come possibly hundreds of miles, and
If undisturbed, will land within a few
yards of the same place year after
year. says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up the beech in the night and
make their nest In the sand just above
high water mark. I have watched
them from bebini a sandhill, but a few
feet away
They dig the hole with their hind
Sippers, and after covering it over,
first tilling It with eggs, they will go
a few feet and make another place. I
always thought as a blind, for one
looks just like the other. They lay
each month usually during the high
tides of that month, beginning In May
and iodine in Aurist. from 90 to 1SS
•ggs..
During the summer I found and
brought into camp 2,755 situ- I inla
some in the sand near our camp and
in 27 days the top eggs hatched, the
rest in three days more The little
turtles would dig out, raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff the air a moment.
then start for the dyer. 100 yards
away It was always • mystery to me
bow a turtle could find the same place
on the shore. When a short distance
out at sea It all looks alike—just sandy
ridges, with scrub palmetto and Manse
grass.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Siberian City That Comes Near Is
Being Worth • Few Days
Sojourn.
— —
Tomsk, Siberia, Is not such a dread-
ful place. A traveler writes of it:
"After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk in order to
complete our outfit. We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Cau-
casus, tea from China—only 400 miles
away, and brought by a sledge in
drosky by the overland trade routes
first opened by Peter the Great—and
many kinds of goods from Germany,
such as kaiaks, photographic material
and all kinds of up-to-date articles.
"We also paid a visit to a barber,
who could compare favorably with one
of the first-clam barbers in the west
end of London. and was quite as dear
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut. I was In every way very fa-
vorably Impressed by the town. With
a population of about 60,000, it is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any Eng11.-11 or American town with
live times the number of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an imposing building and re ntalns two
faculties—those of medicine and law
This capital, In fact, takes the third
place in educational importance in the
empire."
Bark of Smuoias.
Califorma's giant in.es, the sequoias
thousands of years eld. have been pre
served to this day because of theli
enormor.-::- thick ba•.-k. From time tc
time, In the course or ages. forest
fires have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scornhing for a couple of inehee' depth
or ety the almost flrene-of ' ^-'' ":1-t
lianas ha. ear... oi
the bark, could not penetrate farther
for the carbonized portion formed a2
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the interior hark.
?dark of Degeneracy.
MItchett — 
,
McSeedey, who
went through the fortune his parents
left him, was arrested to-day for steal-
ing a dollar.
Gauss—What degenerecy! His fath-
er never thought of taking lea than a
million.—Smart Set.
Back in Chicago.
Dearborn—And did you shake the
duet from your feet when you left New
York?
Wabash—Well. I don't know -that I
shook it from my feet exactly, but I
time I sot rid of all the dust I had, aV
right.—I OD Mors Statesman.
- jet 1r
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ILLIPIONS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1506. •
Leave Cincinnati
611021011 1 BOUM) No. tot . No. 1°3 No. tat
.. 8:ao a.m. 6:oo p.m  
 .. .
Leave Lontsvitile 
 t 2:01 p.m. 940 Pau- 7:s1 a.m.Leave Owensboro 
.. 64so p.m. 900 I.AL
Leave liorse Branch 
 a :28 p.m. 12:08 Cm. 11 :C3 &an
Leave Central City . 3:3o p.m. r:03 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
Leave Nortonville 
 43:18 9•11- 1:40 Lin. I :28 pra.
Leave Evansville 
 12:50 p.UL 4:40 P.m. tlieo a.m.Leave Nashville 
 7:00 p.m. naee MIL
Leave Hopkinsville 
 945 p.m. 11:20 2.111Llieave Pit'iltoton 
 4:55 Din- 2:27 11.112. 2:35 On.&wive Paducah 
 6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 p.m.Leave Paducah 
 6:15 p.m. 345 cm. eiso panAspire Felton 
 7:20 p.m. 4:50 am. 6:os pasArrive Gibbs, Tens. 
 8:06 p.m. 5:51 2.111
Anrtve Elves 
 . 8:13 p.m. 6:m cm 
 
,
Active Jackson 
 7,:t5 RAO. 
Blase Mknaphis ,. 
-1:10 p.m. 8:313 a.m.
Aaitive New Maas 
 i0:35 a.m. 8'745 p.m
NORTH MOUND No. t2aLeave New Orleans 
 
No. 102 No. to4
7:to p.m. 9:15 a.m. 
 ..Leave Memphis 
 0:45 am. 8:90 p.m 
Leave Jackson, Ten. 
 8:o7 a.m. to:to p.m. 
 Leave Rives it :511 p.m. 
Leave Fulton to:15 a.m. 12;33 a.m. 6:oo am
Arrive Paducah 
 1:43 a.m.
Leave Paducah 
 
11:so a.m. 7:4o am
Arrive Princeton 
 
11:25 a.m. 1:48 a.m. 7:so ant
1-2q. Oul-
. 
3 3X; a ca. 9:29 am
Arrve Hopkinsville 6:46 p.m. 5;.zo a.m
Arrive Nashville 
 9:25 p.m 8;to a.m.
A uivire Evansville 3
Arrive Notnville 
. 
1;43 1:12807in- . 945 am-
to 361 a.m, te:35 a.a.
Amive Central City 
 a.05 p.m. 4 :y a.m., ii:JO ILMI.
Auive Horse !Manch 
 
3:06 p.m. 538 L.111. ts;g6 p.m
Arrive Owensboro 
 *4:55 p.m. 8:00 a.m. '4:55 Paw.Arrive Louisville 
 S:35 P.m- 7:50 a.m. 4:55 PADArrive Cincinnati 
 9 :I 5 9,111 11 -oo woo 
 
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah 
 
1240 p.m. 4:20 9.111.
Arrive Carboodale 
 4:25 9.. 840 OnxArrive Chicago 
 
6:30 a.m 6:30 am,
Arrive St. Lesiiis 
 
8:30 p.m 7:20 a.m.
SOUTH BOUND No. 3o5 NO. 375
Leave St. Louis 
 7:45 a.m 9:40 Pill-'Leave Chicago 
 
2:50 Ina 620 p.m.
Ceave Cabondale 
 11:40 a.m 7:4,5 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 3:35 p.m. it :oo a.m.
•
Ii14110-NAIINIMILLE L.
a
NOItT BOUND tot-13o1 135-835Leave Nashville 
 
8:to a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville 
 
11:20 a.m 6:40 a.m.
Leave Princeton 
 
2:35 p.m
Arrive Paducah 
Arrive Cairo 
/meet St. Louis 
Leave Paducah 
 
4:15 I:, D. 9:45 11-ai:. 111..
6:15 p.m.
745 p.m 191:3°10 a.inm..
7:3o a.m
6:30 a.m 
4:30 P.N.Arrive Chicago 
SOUTH BOUND 122422 '36436
Leave Chicago 
 
6:aci p.m. 9:40 a.m.
Leave St.Lonis 
 04e P.m. :SO
Leave Cairo 
 
6:oo cm. 5'55 Fin.
Xrrive Paducah 
 7:45 cm. 7'40 Pm.Aimee Paducah . 
 
7:50 a.m. 3:to p.m
Arrive Princeton 
 9:49 am- 4:45 PIM
Arrive Hopkintville 
 6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville 
 925 11•In-
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trams rutdaily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers between Cineinnat-
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and too !sleepers between Louis
vile, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 832 sleepers betwee.
Paducah and St. Louie. Train lint -onnects at East Cairo with Chicav
sleeper. For further informatiop, address,
I. T. DONOVAN, agent, ary rcket Office, Paducah. Ky
R. NU PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW. D. P. A., Lotirrille, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Clikage,
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A- St. Leek •4•
EDGAR W: WHITTEMORE.
oarm•-,.
REM ESTAfE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL, Es-:'• ' TE.STERN KENTUCKY FARM,. e.A.S1
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 17111I7ERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY SEND FOR IT.
Y.DG si W. WALTTEMOR C. i-hketkuik's. Hu
re.--. CM? 1..ON,
....PLUMBING...
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. ,20 N. Hard
sr
rt
.114
r4
I.
4reece4rest-4•P-1-et-44L14 k1411K4E-~tt 41WelL4-44E-441,-.1-1Lmeet
Advertise in the Register and get results
•LANGSTAFF-0KM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
lacerPentad
Flooring, Ceiling,
Sling
Finish
Lath,4
Yllow
Pi ie
ur Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak R
Poplar Beech Walnut Elm
Sash, Doers,
Interior
Finish
GUM, BEECH Pin OAK.FLOCZING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
.iieth Phones 26 We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
PRESCRIPTIONS PROTECTIVE RAIL ALONG
WHEN YOU ARE SICK YOUR
DOCTOR GIVES YOU A PRE-
SCRIPTION, WHICH IS NOTH
mo MORE THAN AN ORDER TO
A DRUGSTORE FOR THE MEDI-
C/FiES YOU NEED.
THE FILLING OF THIS ORDER
CORRECTLY, HOWEVER. RE-
QUIRES TECHNICAL TRAINING
1
'AIS WELL AS YEARS OF PRAC-
T"ICAL EXPERIENCE.
WHEN YOU BRING YOUR '
PRESCRIPTIONS TO US THEY
'ARE FILLED BY MEN WHO
HAVE HAD BOTH THE TRArN-
DIG AND EXPERIENCE.
•
M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE
10TH CASES
WENT OVER
WARREN CHARGES ARE POST-
PONED BY COURT UNTIL
NEXT THURSDAY.
Ti Kelly, Colo:ed, Held to Grand
Jury on Charge of Setting
Crap Game.
la the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge *Cross continued over un-
*SI Thursday the warrants, one charg-
lag with,fused t.) let the railing be put 
up, 
Claiborne Warren, colored,
niszoting at Elvin Jeffords. white. and because the .nerchants
 along there
could not loa•I and unload goods from
other charging Warren with car-
tying concealed scapons. Warren is
accused of firing at Jeffords at the
Ferguson-Palmer mill on South Third the railing. Some of the officials sbg-
street. where both work, and alio gested that a railing can be placed
where many of thc whit(' uployes with a 
qui 
gate fronting the door of each 
t their Jobs besause the firm would timiness house, the proprietors to
Dot discharge the darkey.
keel' the key and unlock the 
gate
Lee Williams and Splitton Stubbs when loadirg unloading their
were each fined Sao and costs for en-
gaging in the game of craps in Tom "melts'Last night the councilmen brought
th• alley running
up the question of the Illinois Central
lomat Ninth to Tenth, between Wash-
aeon and auk streets. An railroad permitting its trains to. tun
through the city at a speed faster
larytt in this game led to 011ie Catlett than allowed by law, and thereby en-
colored. shooting Levi Trice, colored, dangering the lives of people ,having
ahroogla the left arm and left leg. to cross the tracks. Especial corn-
Kelly N‘; yesterdly held over to the plaint was made regarding the Cairo
grand jury on the charge of setting
• up the game. His bond was fixed at
41110.
Garner Bros. were fined $s • and
rents for pertnitting their horse to
%amble around over the public streets.
MUM.
' We have fine Chrysanthemums,
choice roses. and Carnations: also
American Beauties.
C. L. BRUNSON & CO., 520 Irway.
' —Mr and Mrs. Leslie 13Winp, of
Ilhrteenth and Ohio, have a new boy
%hr.
I + + • • + + + + + + + + + +
POPULAR WANTS. 4,
SECOND STREET SIDEWALK •••  • • • .......**:
FOR RENT—On apartment in
sloore's Flats. Apply 6o7 N. Sixth it.
COUNCIL LEA c.o 1.0 BOARD OF WORKS QUESTION OF PUT-
TING RAIL ALONG EDGE OF PAVEMENT ON SECOND
STREET AT KENTUCKY AVENUE END WHERE CURBING IS
SEVERAL FEET HIGHER THAN BRICK STREET ABUTTING—
SWIFT PASSAG1.: OF I. C., TRAINS THROUGH CITY RE-
CEIVES ADVERSE ATTENTION FROM THE OFFICIALS—
SERVICES OFCITY SANITARY INSPECTORS ORDERED DIS-
CONTINUED DECEMBER iST—"COW CATCHER'S" JOB
MADE A PERMANENT OFFICE.
The question of placing a protec-
tive rail along the edge of the high
sidewalk running up to Kentucky
avenue on the West side of South
Second street was last night during
the council meeting referred to the
board of public works for solution.
The concrete sidewalk running from
Broadway to Kentucky avenue on the
west side of South Second is level
all the way from one street to the
other, while thc brick street on Sec-
cnd begins sloping a little at the
Croadway end, and gets lower and
lower in grade until the avenue is
reached, with result that in front of
Frank Jones' hardware house, Louis
Clark's grocery and olher business
houses at the avenue end of SeCond,
the concrete pavement is several feet
higher than the brick street running
up to the curbing This makes a
"step-off- very dangerous as anyone
stepping off the sidewalk would fall
to the brick street below. Council-
man Lcuis Kolb brought up the ques-
tion of running an iron railing along
the top and edge of Ms gsvement, so
as to prevent people from falling off,
ard :he boarl of, public works was
given the znat:er to solve. Two years
ago this protipition was up, but the
old board of .vorks then in office re -
wagons baking up to cdge Of
pavement, miles) et:C:7 piece
of goods • as hoisted ip over
passenger trains going in and out. and
Mayor Yeiwr was ordered to confer
with the railroad officials and see that
the speed limit was not exceeded by
the trains.
There is a large room adjoining
City Slerk Bailey'.; public office, this
room being used to store old plunder
and wood around the city hall. As
it may produce spontaneous combus-
tion and cause a fire, custodian of
hall was directed to give he plunder
room a thorough cleaning. •
The council "ordered that the ser-
vices of the city sanitary inspectors
be discontinued the first of next
 - Month, inasmuch as winter is now on
and the inspections not necessary.
During the warm period the inspec-
tors are employed to visit the private
premises of the city and see that th(y
Pre kept clean
Second adoption was given the or-
dinance calling for the grading and
grayling of Nineteenth street from
Broadway to West Tennessee street
City Solicitor Campbell was ordered
,o defend the mandamus suit of Padu-
cah Distilleries company against
Henry Bailey, as city clerk, and
wherein the company seeks to com-
pel the clerk to issue a city license
entitling the distilleries people to sell
liquor in 'as small quantities as one
quart. The action comes up for trial
before Judge Reed next week in the
ircuit court
Chairman Katterjohn of the sewer-
age committee reported that the com-
mittee had written Civil Engineer Al-
vord of MicaLzo to come here for a
conference regarding the plans and
specifications to be drawn for sewer-
age district No. 3, that will include
all that part of town inside the follow-
ing boundaries: Adams street on the
R. W. WILKER CO., south. Thirteenth street on .the East,
DRUGGISTS. cit..), limits on the West. and to sev-
Fifth and 'roadway. cral blocks below Trimble street on
Both Phones in. the Worth.
At ;:s trt.r'.^.g th! courel111101.001111811.0.1081ieibierlisiiiiii
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Out-of-Town
Medicines...
Very often an article is not
knovrnin this market which
may be desired by some osto
who has used it elsewhere.
We Can Get It
Even from foreign countries
if neccessary, in the least
possible time. It is out chief
desire to serve our c-ustomers
well—better then our com-
petitors do if possible.
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE
DOOR.
Pre, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. m. to
zo 91, m.
ordered the city engineer to proceed
to extend and widen the culvert and
fill running through Bradshaw creek
cu West Broadway just beyond
Fountain avenue. Realieing it "over-
looked its hand" and that the board
of works has charge of the pubkc
streets and fills, tht council last night
referred this extension matter to the
board of works for consideration, in
company with the engineer.
Sane weeks ago the legislative
bo.ird• ordered that at thc proper time
a culvert be constructed where now
•tands the wooden bridge spanaing
the creek where thc fill is being bsult
along Husband between Sixth and
Third streets. Now Mayor Ieiser
finds the city does not on the prop-
erty, and the council directed that he
and Attorney Puryear get for the city
a title to the ground to be used.
The water company notified the
council that two fire plugs had been
;laced on Washington between First
and Third streets. The plugs were
t ut on the rental list.
• Mayor Yeiser filed with the board
the letter he received from Com-
mander Winterhaltre of the gunboat
Paducah, in whi:i epistle the com-
mander informed the mayor that
Paducah's namesake had just re-
turned from a year's cruise in the
\Vest Indian waters, and that the gun-
boat hoped to visit Paducah some day.
Jesse Wicks sued the city several
weeks ago for jt,cino damages on the
ground that her health and North
Fourth street property were _injured
by the large pools of stagnating water
in the big hollow inside the block sur-
rounded by Fourth. Harrison. Third
ard Madison streets The oity corn-
ptomised the suat by ordering Imo
paid her but the money is withheld
l in order to take out of the corn-
promiie settlement whatever muni-
cipal taxes Mrs. Wicks owes the city
on her property, it being claimed her
name does not appear on the tax list
;although she has owned the property
for some years. Now this questin of
,laking out the taxes was referred by
!the council to the city solicitor.
I An ordinance N 4`. ordered brought
in making the office of "city cow and
,
•horse catcher" a permanent position,
!elective by the legislative boards, the
'cccupant to hold it for a year, as the
'city weigher, license inspector and
•ther offices filled by election.
The imi-rnonthly payrolls and ac-
counts were allowed
BIG BUGS ABOARD
dillionaires Passed Through t Yester-
day on Special Train.
Yesterday asorseag at v40 oPeloek
a special pasenger train passed
through here, enroute from New York
to Memphis. and carrying James T.
Gardner and other directoes of the
North American Company, which con-
trols millions of dollars worth of coal
aid other mining lands in the central
portion of the United States About
$350,000,000 worth of capical was rep-
rcsented on the train, the millionaires
going to Memphis to inspect som val
liable properties controlled there by
them
FOR engraved cards, give your
•hristmas order to Paducah Printing
id Book-Binding Co. Phone goo.
FOR RENT—Two nice store
ooms, -suitable for business. Apply
'Ira. B. C. Lentner, old 'phone pp.
Expert Accountant.
Will post,
audit books
job. Terms
JOHN D.
ity
examine, systematize and
by the day, week, or the
Reasonable.
SMITH, Jr.. t IS Fratern-
WANTED FOR U. & ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages 01 at and 3,s; citizens of United
States, of good character as tempe
rate habits, who can speak, read and
smite baglish. For information ap-
ply to Remaking Officer, Nen Rich-
mond Rene, Padua* Ey.
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HORN WRINKLES.
No man is called to a far-oh ser-
vice who is deaf to that near kt. hand.
The man who goes to meeting to
find fault never finds any refreshing.
A gas-fixture can never be a light
of the world, even though he be or-
dained.
An honest repentance does not stop
tim oi bargain on the terms of its recap-
.
Sin is absent treatment of God, but
salvation knows nothing of absent
treatment Of sin.
If Christians were more anxious
bout going. the Lord would take
care of their getting.
The first step toward making the
church an ice house is to get plenty
cif Tshtaercmherincietshefopulpit.
h we set up no
memorials here are the ones we shall
think most of in heaven
A great deal of energy is wasted
worrying over the criticism of the
Bible that would work wonders if ap-
plied to the practice of the Bible
He has no message for the man
whose "No" is ever mixed with "Yes."
and his "Yes" with "No "
Some folks would die of fright if
the Lord gave them half the power
for which they are praying.
The man who brags a great deal of
his head work usually uses the front
part rather than the top.
The people who have a passion for,
purity are never afraid of spoiling
their clothes in helping others.
He who comes to God's house with
nothing in his hand is Sirely to co
away with nothing in his heart
If it makes you miserable to see
you had better take Iothers happy. 
Lest
.your heart to h T ord and get ft
The preacher who is faithful to his
Master will not have to bother about
his people being faithinl to him
It is better to waste a tittle time
mending the children's toys now than
to sized many tears over them by-tint/-
by
Nothing damage' the snit, more
than the enjoyment of a great ser-
mon withont the employment of its
motives in some service.
—At a big meeting held last night
about fifty candidates were initiated
into the Modern Woodmen loc10. that
met at Fifth and Broadway
438 South Semi
ElPr. Buy ii::::ble
Best Shoe Made
•
AND SAW AT LEAST FIFTY (so) 3A
PER CENT A YEAR ON YOUR
SHOE BILLS.
A!. our shoes are made by the lead.
ing sh4e manufactures, hems if you,
patronise use you are sure to get
the best.
MEN'S wolteti 13.0e to Neu
MEN'S hand made km, to 111Loo
WOMEN'S hand :nada Lao to Woo
WOMEN'S 'Piked ..10a.00 to 113.50
BOY'S sod GIRL'S best
........... . . $1.00 tO 13.00
OUR BOYS' MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S SHOES HAVE NO
EQUAL FOR FIT, STYLE, COMFORT AND DURABILITY. AT
VERY CLOSE PRICES.
SEE DISPLAY IN OUR SHOW WINDOWS.
Cochran Shoe Co.
405 BR.OADWAY
. •
-ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTNEL—TIATIQOALITY."
11111111MOIRMINIMNIrr
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rest. Let se build the bosseg yes pay tor it as yaw
pay rent. Vacant lois in all pens of the city. Me lolo as the
proposed cm ezesnien so brood to swim ages awl an Ain
serene from $p to bp tech. Boy now on hoselleeet pion
while cheap. Trio is the hisheet gr Mild la the city. Properly h
entvaraciag ropily.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L hard D. Semler', Pre& sodM. Phone
1Sheet Music Sale
extraordinary
5co pieces Coopyright Music sold for asc, at  Pik
300 pieces Copyright Musk, worth asc, at IOC
soo pieces Poopular and Magical Favorites, worth eye, at.... is a-ac.
so Folios of Musk, with so to as phew in each, at  ror
Never Again at, These Prices and Only 0,1114
November 30th, 1996.
EACH ASSORTMENT CONTAINS BOTH SONG. AND IN-
litRUMENTAL NUMBERS BETTER "GET IN" ON TIMIS
OFT ER. 
' I no
D. E. WILSON wiQ Book a musi: Man
AT HAR.SOUR.S DLPARTMILNT sropitt
•
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
GENUINE
TR ADEVVATER
PHONEA2
REAL
PITTS/AURG
West Kentucky Coal to.
INC
(Wire Rnd Elevatot 2nd & Ohio
4
4
0 If .1.
4
1
1
••••-
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